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According to the Archery Trade
Association telephone surveys
(professionally done, they were)
archery is more popular in this
country than any time in the
recent past. An argument could be
made that it is more popular in the
U.S. than ever before, but since
there are no statistics or surveys
available from the past, that argu-
ment is probably not worth the
breath to make it.

The list of coaches on the
USA Archery site is longer than I
have ever known it to be, so that is
a good sign. I still wish there were
better support for archery coaches.
so we are doing our bit by hosting
a blog for archery coaches
(https://archerycoach.wordpress.com)
and through Watching Arrows
Fly, we are trying to create a pub-
lished literature in support of
coaches (see the ad on the left and on
the inside rear cover of this issue). We
are also doing what we can in that
we are publishing more articles
directed at coaches (from which
archers can benefit by reading over
their shoulders). You can help if
you are so inclined. If you really
like what Archery Focus offers, we
will be posting a gift subscription
form on the AFm website
(www.archeryfocus.com) to make
it easy for you to give subscriptions
for the holidays to coaches and
friends who you think might enjoy
(and benefit from) it, too. If this is
a new golden age for our sport, it is
a time to make as much progress as
we can.

Getting this issue out has been a
bit of a roller coaster ride. Articles
came and went. Articles I thought
would be ready weren’t. And, as
always, other authors came
through on short notice like the
champions they are. I wouldn’t
dare detail what goes on in getting
one of these issues out. (I wouldn’t
want to frighten the women and
children.)

We frequently solicit new
authors to write for you and this
issue contains one: Chris Waters
has written an article on buck fever
that should benefit both hunters
and target archers in battling the
scourge of our sport: target panic.

We are pleased to include an
excerpt from Hugh Soar’s new
book, which has a coaching intent.
It looks at the history of teaching
archery to children and youths.
The book will be coming out
around the turn of the new year
and will be announced in Archery
Focus.

William Moltzan has another
DIY project for those of you who
are comfortable working metal.
This time it is a stabilizer quick
disconnect. Bob Ryder addresses
one of the responsibilities of col-
lege archery coaches: recommend-
ing equipment (recurve for now,
compound is promised for later).
Markus Wagner addresses how
mental training needs to be incor-
porated not only into archers’ prac-
tices, but also into our coaching. I
address what the most beneficial
mental state we should cultivate

while making shots and Tom
Dorigatti is following his bliss (I
encourage him to do just that) by
writing about the indoor competi-
tion rounds he has experienced
that no longer seem to get shot any
more.

Simon and I didn’t get our
next installment in the “Getting to
...” series out in time, so that will
come in the January issue. And the
AER folks have been “Getting
Serious,” if you haven’t noticed.
Having covered the basics several
times, the AER Team is moving
up to help their coaches, actually
all coaches, in dealing with their
more serious students. As the
Basshams say, the sport has three
phases: learning to participate,
learning to compete, and learning
to win. Recreational archers are
satisfied with learning to partici-
pate (which includes participating
in competitions) but serious
archers want to learn how to com-
pete so as to compete better and
very serious archers want to learn
how to win. As always there is a bit
for coaches and a bit for archers.

Enjoy!

PS The cover shows Bhutanese
shooting archery. The sheer joy
on their faces is something to
behold. Nobody enjoys archery
more than they do.

editorial

www.archeryfocus.com
https://archerycoach.wordpress.com
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Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tourna-
ments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.

Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding sea-
son, Tom can be found either at the archery
range or out on a road bicycle or trike.

Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level IV
Coach, a Recipient of the Maurice Thompson
Medal of Honor from USA Archery, a past
U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and
National Champion, past member of the US
Archery Team, National Judge, Tournament
Director for over 35 National Archery Cham-
pionships, including National Indoor, Target,
and Field Championships, past Vice-Presi-
dent and member of the NAA Board of Gov-
ernors, pats Chairman and Executive Com-
mittee Member of the College Division of the
NAA (USCA) and member of the James
Madison University Athletic Hall of Fame.
His is currently a Coach of the James Madison
University Archery Team which has produced
42 All-Americans, 16 National Champions,
23 National Team Titles and 14 World
Champions during his tenure

Hugh D.H. Soar is one of the world's leading
specialists in the history of traditional archery,
particularly the design and usage of the Eng-
lish longbow. He began a successful shooting
career over sixty years ago, gaining recogni-
tion as a Main Grade Coach. He is currently
Secretary to the Society of Archer Antiquaries
and the author of a number of important books
on traditional archery. They include: 'The
Crooked Stick – a History of the Longbow'.
'Secrets of the English War Bow' with Mark
Stretton and Joseph Gibbs. 'The Romance of
Archery - a Social History of the Longbow'.
'Straight and True - a Select history of the
Arrow'  'Shooting the Longbow', and in course
of preparation. 'The Young Archer'. 

Hugh is a Member of the 'British Long
Bow Society', the 'Royal Toxophilite Society',
and the 'Mary Rose Society'. He is a Freeman
of two London Livery Companies, - The Wor-
shipful Company of Fletchers,  and the Wor-
shipful Company of Bowyers.

Chris Waters resides in Arizona and has
been archery hunting for over twenty-five
years. He has taken several species of animals
with different brands of bows.  He loves
archery so much that he has his own archery
range at his house and he shoots on a daily
basis alongside his wife and two kids, a two-
year-old boy and four-year-old girl.  Trying
to “raise them right” his children are involved
in all of his and his wife’s hunts.  Several years
ago, he even took his wife and their thirteen-
month-old to the infamous Arizona Strip for
an archery mule deer hunt.
Chris loves the challenge of still hunting and

spot and stock with a bow in hand.  He
understands that the higher the difficulty in
hunting the greater the reward, and when his
family is there with him to share in the success
of a hunt, there are few greater feelings in life.
You can read more articles by Chris at Out-

door Empire.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery,
Still More on Coaching Archery, The
Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols. 1 & 2,
Archery Coaching How To’s).

Markus Wagner started archery 40 years ago
when he was 7 years old. He says “Archery is
my sport which I never really stopped. Even
when I had some longer breaks I always came
back to archery. In 1989 my father, some
handicapped people and I founded an archery
club which was meant for handicapped and
not-handicapped people. I started to coach
beginners and ambitious archers. During the
latter years I am combining my passions for
archery and psychology. In 2010 I completed
two years of psychology study to graduate as
a“Psychological Consultant.” This year I also
got my license as a “Mental Coach for Sport-
Psychology.”With my experiences in archery
and psychology I coach trainees to find their
own potential to achieve their best possible
results. Cheers from Sankt Augustin, Germany

William Moltzan started archery 1971. “My
first bow 40# recurve Scorpion by Blackhawk.
Bought with my paper route money. Hunted
for deer 1978-1982 with Bear Magnum 70#
compound. Olympic Recurve 2005-2011.
2011-current target compound, Hoyt Con-
tender. Build Arrows since 1980, strings,
recurve & compound since 2005. Build other
archery-related items on my lathe andmill.”
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I’m thinking that perhaps a bit of nostalgia would
be a good thing to bring forth and that it would bring
back some memories to those of you that have been in
the game of competitive archery for quite some time.

For some of you who are younger this will give
you insight as to just how much the required accura-
cy level has increased over the years. When I first
started shooting, a perfect 300 score would put you on
the podium at almost every tournament. In fact, very
few perfect 300’s were being shot, and a perfect 600
for two days of competitive shooting was even more
of a rarity! As you know in today’s competitions, if
you cannot shoot 120-X’s at the NFAA National
Indoor tournament, you won’t make the shoot-off in
the Pro Division.  It takes at least a perfect 600 with
119X’s to win a National Title in the Freestyle
Division.

When I started shooting, there wasn’t such a
thing as an X-ring on the NFAA Indoor face, or even
a 5-spot target face. In fact, the NFAA Indoor target
face wasn’t even “blue” yet . . . it was a black back-
ground, non-metric, and believe it or not, the spot was
the same size as it is today. The 3-spot Vegas target
face was not to show up for several years. The multi-
color “international” indoor target face existed and
was used for different rounds. Whoops, here I go
again, getting ahead of myself!

So, strap in, but on your reading glasses, and let’s
take a walk down memory lane and have some fun
reminiscing about all the different fun things we used
to shoot during the indoor season.

The Different Indoor Rounds We Played
One really huge difference between today’s indoor
archery and the indoor seasons of the 1960’s through
the 1980’s is the range of various rounds we shot in
practice, for leagues, and for tournaments. Today, in
nearly all areas of the United States, it has pretty

much become a round either on the multi-color tar-
get face; specifically the Vegas 300, Vegas 330 round
or Vegas 450 indoor round, then if not that, then it is
on the NFAA “blue-face,” shooting a 60-arrow 300
round and counting X’s for tie breakers or the rather
new variant, NFAA 360 indoor round where the “X”
counts as six points. Some areas do have some differ-
ent indoor rounds that they shoot, but these are few.
This, of course, doesn’t count the indoor 3-D rounds,
which weren’t available for the most part, until the
later 1980’s. There isn’t much real variation here, in
that the same target faces being shot, but with differ-
ent scoring schemes or different numbers of arrows.

When I first started shooting competitively
indoors, we had myriad different rounds we would
shoot depending upon our moods and what was com-
ing up at the next competition. Foremost among these
rounds were:

The NFAA 300 Round
I already mentioned that the NFAA indoor target
face was quite different from what it looks like today.
The size of the rings haven’t changed excepting the
NFAA went from the 16˝ overall target face size to
the metric target face back in the mid-1970’s. The 5-
ring is still the same size, but back in 1969, there was-
n’t an X-ring in the middle of the white spot and the
5-spot face hadn’t been thought of yet. 

The first few times I shot an indoor 300 round it
was actually on the Professional Archers Association
(PAA) Black Indoor Target face. There were 12 ends
of 5 arrows per end, for a total of 60 arrows. Scoring
was 5-4-3-2-1, but to score higher value, you had to
cut completely through the line, not just touch it. In
the photo, I intentionally left the price per target. You
can still order either regular paper or “heavy tag” when
ordering all target faces for NFAA rounds, indoors or
outdoors.

by Tom Dorigatti

The Games People
Used to Play

Nostalgia: My, How Things Have Changed
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Within a few months, the Black PAA/NFAA
indoor face became defunct when the NFAA decided
to have their own “5-star” indoor target face. The
background was a turquoise color, but it was still a 16
inch face, with the spot the same size as the Black
PAA indoor target face. The PAA continued to use
their target face for their events for a few years.
Scoring was 5-4-3-2-1, cut completely through the
line for the higher value.

We could also purchase target “patches” that only
consisted of the 5 and 4 rings and the paper had fibers
within the layers of paper to help make them last
longer. I haven’t seen the fiber patches for years. Here
is a photo (at right) of one of those patches along with
yours truly after having shot a 297 with my trusty

Golden Eagle recurved bow and my Kant-Pinch
shooting tab. This would have been a 298, but I had a
kiss out that cost me that 298 (that is what I’m point-
ing to in the photo). The arrow that kissed out opened
up the end of the arrow in the bull’s-eye, nearly robin
hooding it. The photo is from 1973 when I was
preparing for an indoor event at the Bow Rack
archery range near Oakland, California. I shot my
first indoor 300 with fingers and recurved bow at that
event.

The 4 and 5-spot NFAA Targets, Along with the
3-spot Vegas Targets Come Into the Game
Once release aids came into play, something had to be
done about shooting all five arrows into a single spot.
Arrow damage and kiss-outs were costing the archers
and something certainly had to change. So, the
NFAA came up with the pre-cursor to the 5-spot
face. It was called the “NFAA Indoor Championship
Round” target face that had a 4-spot target face and

Continued on Next Page

PAA Indoor target face ca. 1969 or before

Chuck Jordan and Don Row in front of turquoise target face

Tom Dorigatti with 297 score on PAA Patch target, 1973
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included, for the first time, the “X-ring.” The round
consisted of 15 ends of 4 arrows each to complete the
60 arrow round. This target face didn’t last long, how-
ever. In fact, the NFAA National Indoor Champion-
ships were never shot on this target face! The NFAA,
though, had this round listed as an “official round” for
over 30 years. It has finally been deleted and the tar-
get face is no longer available. I managed to find the
photo in an old issue of US & International Archer
magazine. Its life was so short that I can only remem-
ber shooting a few rounds on this target face. One
quirk that bothered shooters and created problems
with space on the bale was that it was required to be
hung on the bale in the orientation seen in the photo
below, the “diamond pattern.”

In addition, we had flood lights in most of the
ranges I competed in early on, which made for a lot of
shadows and odd-looking things due to uneven illu-
mination. We shot into excelsior bales or stacked
cardboard and our target faces were always either
glued to cardboard or we placed the cardboard
between the bale and the target face so that the paper
wouldn’t tear so badly and to make scoring easier. I
remember many, many cardboard cutting and target
gluing work parties during those early years. We never
went to a tournament where the paper faces were not
glued to cardboard; my how times have changed!

One more item of consequence was that with
recurved bows it seemed that the target bales were
higher back then as compared to how most ranges
have them set for today. Back then, I specifically
remember that I had two sight settings for the indoor
rounds at 20 yards; one for the top target, where I cut
a yard or so, and one for the bottom target. If I didn’t
do this, then when I shot on top target, I’d shoot out

the top off the 5-ring. Not everyone had to make that
large of an adjustment. It seemed that the taller
shooters didn’t have but a small cut of yardage, if any,
for the top target and then add it back for the bottom
target.

The Freeman Indoor Round
The Freeman Round target face was available from
Martin Archery up until just a few short years ago.
The Freeman Round target face was a 16˝ (non-met-
ric) target face overall, with a smaller white spot with-
out an X-ring in the middle. There was a thin ring
about ½˝ outside of the smaller white spot that still
counted as 5 points along with the white spot itself.
Then you went down in value, 4-3-2-1, but had to cut
completely through the line in order to get the high-
er value. I was told, but never bothered to measure it,
that the smaller white spot and that ring outside of it
were the same total size as the NFAA indoor target
face. There were 12 ends of 5 arrows per end for a
total of 60 arrows and total possible score of 300.

The fun part of this round was that it wasn’t all
shot at 20 yards! The round consisted of three ends of
five arrows per end shot from 10 yards; four ends of
five arrows per end shot at 15 yards, and five ends of
five arrows per end shot at 20 yards. Of course, all five

The 4-Spot Indoor Championship Target Face

Freeman Target Face from Martin Archery Catalog (above) the
NFAA Freeman Target Face (below)
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Want More on Compound Archery?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?

If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

arrows were shot into one single spot, which did bring
kiss-outs into play for the better shooters. I have, due
to not being able to get the real Freeman target faces,
had people shoot this fun round during league ban-
quets. Many people are humbled by it even though we
shot it on the standard NFAA Blue 5-spot target face
counting the entire bull’s-eye as 5 points. Several peo-
ple that routinely shoot 300’s have difficulties shoot-
ing perfect 300 on this round! Of course, with the
changing of yardages involved, it means that people
have to move their bow sights for each distance as
well as the subsequent loss of focus figuring that hit-
ting all “5’s” from 10 and 15 yards should be a piece of
cake . . . not!

The Indoor Chicago Round
When I first started, Indoor Chicago rounds were
something quite common for leagues and tourna-
ments as an alternative to the NFAA indoor round.
The “Vegas 3-spot target” had not come about yet;
since the tournament held in Vegas every January or
February was shot on the NFAA Single Spot 16˝
Indoor target face (at least it was when I first began to
compete in archery events). There were two variants
of the Chicago Round, both of which consisted of 96
arrows for the full round, but were shot on different
target faces with different numbers of arrows per end,

different numbers of ends, and obviously different
total possible scores. Some sources in the East who I
spoke with knew of the multi-color round, while
those in the West were more familiar with the Black
16˝ face and four arrow ends.

The Multi-Color Target Face “Chicago Round”
This round was really a lot of fun, and used the same
scoring scheme and number of arrows per end as the
American 810 outdoor round. All arrows were shot
from a distance of 20 yards at the old Indoor FITA
target face (very similar to the single spot multi-color
face of today, but without the “baby-X” on it). The
scoring used the colors for the breaking point, and
you only had to touch the line to get the higher value.
Scoring was 9-7-5-3-1. Six arrows were shot per end
for 16 ends for a total number of 96 arrows. Total pos-
sible score was 864. 

Today, this would be considered a “marathon
round” and using it for league shooting would be
problematical due to time constraints. Shooters of
today do shoot more slowly than most of us did back
in the 1960’s and 1970’s. Even with a four minute
time limit per end, the round would still take much
longer to complete in today’s league or tournament
environments. The PAA used this round, but it was
modified to a 60 arrow round instead of 96 arrows.

Continued on Next Page

http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
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The early Cobo Hall tournaments used the PAA
Chicago Round format. I never shot the 60 arrow
round; our club only did the 96 arrow round and
mostly on the Black Target. In fact, this round was
used at Las Vegas in the Desert Classic and Gene
Lueck was one of the first to shoot a perfect 300 score
at the Classic. Below is a photo of Gene in front of his
perfect scoring target. He was shooting a Bear
Tamerlane II compound bow (a 4-wheeler) that had
a brace height of 10˝ and an axle-to-axle length of
52˝. Gene was shooting a Stanislawski adjustable rope
spike release with rope around the string, monofila-
ment center serving, and yes, Easton X-7 2213 alu-
minum arrows with glue on nocks. Those were the
“logs” of that era, ha! (Author’s Note Contrary to what
most people think, Gene Lueck told me that his
release aid was not a Stanislawski “hinge” release, but
rather a Stanislawski adjustable rope spike release.)

The Black Target “Chicago Round” The Chicago
Round was an informal NAA (now USA Archery)
and PAA round shot indoors at 20 yards. It was com-
prised of 96 arrows and shot at a 16˝, five ring target.
This was a reduced size PAA face and was officially
an American Indoor Archery Association (AIAA)
target. The archers shot four arrows per end, for 24
ends, with 5-4-3-2-1 scoring; 480 was a perfect score.
I don’t know if this target was used for the PAA
Indoor Championships or not ( I think they used the

multi-colored face, however), but that would be
beyond the scope of this article, since this article deals
with things I’ve encountered since beginning my
archery shooting in the 1950’s. When I started shoot-
ing, this round was simply something additional to
use in a few competitions and for league shooting. As
you can tell by the number of arrows shot for the
round, this would be considered a “marathon round”
by today’s standards. Time would also be a problem.
Back in the day, however, I remember finishing a
Chicago Round easily on a league night. This is the
one I remember shooting more than we shot the
multi-colored target face Chicago Round with six
arrows per end.

The Flint Bowman Round
Early in my shooting career and earlier in this article,
I mentioned shooting the Flint Bowman Round.
Since most indoor ranges were/are set up for 20 yard
shots only, the most common Flint round shot was
the 20-yard Flint Round. There is also a 30-yard Flint
Bowman Round, but over the years, I can count on
one hand how many 30-yard Flint rounds I’ve shot in
practice or in tournaments indoors. In fact, over the
course of the past 30 years, I can count on one hand
how many 20-yard Flint Bowman Rounds I have
shot! Sad, but true.

The target faces used are the Bunny-sized field
target face (back in the 1960’s through 1976, a 6˝ face
with a 3˝ five ring), and the 12˝ field target face which
had a 6˝ five ring we used. 

Today, to shoot the Flint Bowman Round, you
would use the NFAA 20 cm field face and the 35 cm

Gene Lueck Tamerlane II and Vegas

Black Chicago Round Target Face (Photo Courtesy Roger Wheaton)
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Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?

In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, sup-
plying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all lev-
els. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-to-
intermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

field face. The last time I shot a Flint Round, we were
given four 20 cm target faces but only one 35 cm tar-
get face. The reasoning is that on a normal bunny tar-
get you shoot one arrow at each target face, but at 20
yards you shoot all four arrows into one spot. 

The “dots” back then were only aiming spots and
were much smaller then than they are today and also
had no “X-ring” inside of them (there was the NFAA
“stump logo” inside the aiming dot, however). Each
shooter was given one 6˝ target face, and one 12˝ tar-
get face. So, the scoring, if using the “old” target face,
was 5 points for the “dot” and the white, and 3-points
for the outer black ring (see photo at left).

The Flint round is basically an indoor field
round, so the scoring and number of arrows per target
are the same. However, the round is broken up into 7-
target units instead of 14 target units. 14 targets and
a total of 56 arrows are considered a “round” for the
Flint Bowman Round, for a total possible score of 280
points. The shooters alternate between shooting the
larger target for a given distance and then the next 4
arrows are on the smaller target and then back to the
bigger target again. The specific seven target sets are
and the shooting lines starting at 20 yards are labeled:
3, 1, 5, 4, 6, & 2 to designate which shooting line is
used for each “target number.” These rounds are still
in the NFAA Rules as official NFAA rounds. So,
using today’s 20 cm and 35 cm field faces, the scoring
would be 5 points for the black spot, 4 points for the
white, and 3 points for the outer black. To make it

Continued on the Next PageOld Field Faces from Ben Pearson Catalog

http://www.amazon.com/Still-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0991332636/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462215835&sr=1-1&keywords=Still+More+on+Coaching+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Still-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0991332636/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1462215835&sr=1-1&keywords=Still+More+on+Coaching+Archery
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really challenging, the scoring could easily be changed
to 6 points for the X-ring, 5 points for the remainder
of the spot, 4 points for the inner white, 3 points for
the outer white, 2 points for the inner black, and one
point for the outer black.

The 20 Yard Flint Bowman Round
• Target #1: 50 feet at the 12˝ (now a 35 cm) target face.
• Target #2: 20 feet at the 6˝ (now 20 cm) target face.
• Target #3: 60 feet at the 12˝ (now a 35 cm) target face.
• Target #4: 45 feet at the 6˝ (now 20 cm) target face.
• Target #5: 40 feet at the 12˝ (now 35 cm) target face.
• Target #6: 30 feet at the 6˝ (now 20 cm) target face.
• Target #7, one arrow from each distance of 60, 50,
40, & 30 feet on the 12˝ (now 35 cm) target face.

To complete the 20 yard Flint round you repeat #1-7

above.
The 30-yard Flint Round is more difficult in that

the same size targets are used, but the distances are
stretched as follows:

The 30-yard Flint Round
• Target #1: 25 yards at the 12˝ (now a 35 cm) target face.
• Target #2: 20 feet at the 6˝ (now 20 cm) target face.
• Target #3: 30 yards at the 12˝ (now a 35 cm) target face.
• Target #4: 15 yards at the 6˝ (now 20 cm) target face.
• Target #5: 20 yards at the 12˝ (now 35 cm) target face.
• Target #6: 10 yards at the 6˝ (now 20 cm) target face.
• Target #7, one arrow from each distance of 30, 25,
20, & 15 yards on the 12˝ (now 35 cm) target face.

What is fun about this round, in addition to moving
to a different distance each time is that a shooter is
assigned a lane to shoot from and stays in that lane for
the first seven targets. The first lane could have the
large face on the top, with the center 48˝ from the
floor. Then the small target would be centered below
that at 30 inches from the floor. The next adjacent
lane is set up so that the small target is on top, 48˝
from the floor and the larger target is on the bottom,
30˝ from the floor. Then the third lane would match
the target positioning of the first lane, the fourth lane
would match the target positioning for the second
lane, etc. When the archers finish the first seven tar-
get unit, they move to a shooting lane that has the
opposite target positioning of what they had for the
first seven target unit.

The first several years I was in the sport, especial-
ly those in Wyoming, we shot the 20-yard Flint
Round a lot. Shooting a practice Flint Round is diffi-
cult since the archer is moving back and forth in the
range which disrupts the shooting for other shooters
who don’t want to shoot the Flint Round. I remem-
ber shooting this round a lot while in Casper,
Wyoming, a couple of times in California, maybe
once or twice in Ohio, once while in Iowa, once in
NY State, and so far, here in Illinois, I have men-
tioned the round, but haven’t shot one here. We tried
to get a Flint Round League started, but due to range
limitations, it proved too problematical with makeup
scores and keeping the shooting lines marked and
numbered.

The last official Flint round I shot was a tourna-
ment in Jamestown, New York in around 1990.
Unfortunately, this round just isn’t popular anymore
and it is exceedingly difficult to get people interested
in it. Shooting it for leagues is problematical; espe-

20 cm NFAA Field Target Faces

35 cm NFAA Field Target Face
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cially from a making up
missed scores standpoint.

Of course, there is also
the option of shooting the
hunter faces instead of the
field target faces to add a
little spice to the game!

Shooting at 
Moving Ping Pong Balls
One of the more fun games we would play for quar-
ters was done after a league shoot was over. We
would take a ¾˝ dowel about 3 feet long and tie a
string to it. We would then tape a ping-pong ball to
the string and start the ball swinging like a pendu-
lum. Each shooter got five shots at their ping-pong
ball per “end” and we shot six ends of five arrows per
end. After each end, we would write down how
many times you hit the ping pong ball, and if you
pinned the ping pong ball to the bale (a dead center
hit was needed to do this), then you got a bonus
point for that and had to hang a new ping pong ball
up. Everyone would pull the ping pong ball up to
parallel with the floor to start it swinging and then
hustle to the shooting line to start the next end. Of
course, you couldn’t wait on your ping pong ball to
stop or slow down much, because you only had three
minutes for your five shots! If you hit the ball, it
would swing differently and speed up. We always
had 3-5 “spares” swinging for those occasional dead
center hits, so if you centered yours, you rushed
down to the vacant lane and continued shooting. At
the end of the 30 shots, you paid a quarter per point
to every person that was above you in total points.
Thus, the person with the most points received
money from everyone, and the person with the
fewest points paid everyone a quarter per point that
they were beaten by. Sometimes this got very expen-
sive, and some nights people’s timing was off just
enough to where there weren’t a huge number of hits
or pins on the ping-pong balls. Hitting a one inch
moving ping pong ball with a recurved bow and fin-
gers was not as easy as one would think.

Shooting into a Paper Cup
This game was a real hoot. Yes, it was hard on arrows,
but we did it anyway. We would stick a small paper
Dixie cup, open end facing out, onto the bale. Then,
we would shoot arrows into the paper cup. Normally
four shooters per bale, all shooting four or five arrows
apiece into the paper cup. The object? Don’t miss the

paper cup and try to destroy
arrow nocks if you could;
your own nocks were okay,
but shooting the nock off of
someone else’s arrow was
even better! The rule was
that if you shot the nock off
of someone else’s arrow,
he/she gave you a new

nock. The rule didn’t say what kind of nock either, so
we would carry around 11⁄32˝ index nocks to use as the
giving the nock to someone that shot off one of our
arrow nocks. It was sort of like when we played mar-
bles as kids and used steelies for “dropsies” when play-
ing marble tag. It became even more fun when
someone (such as me) was shooting a small arrow at
lighter poundage along with guys that were shooting
heavier arrows or even hunting arrows at higher
poundages. My itty-bitty shafts would make a light
“tick” sound upon impact. Those heavier arrows shot
at higher poundage would make a heckuva racket
when they impacted other arrows. People would
laugh at the lighter arrows making little noise and
then howl like the dickens when a heavy arrow would
crash into the cluster, making lots of noise, and nocks
flyin’. Yes, we shot some Robin Hoods now and again,
too, but most of the time, we simply shot off nocks
and opened up the ends of some arrows. Uni-bush-
ings were many years in the future.

Shooting at a String of Hanging 
and Swinging Poker Chips
Shooting at poker chips in archery is an old game.
However, hitting a poker chip is by no means difficult
at 20 yards, but playing the game for points is diffi-
cult, because you get 1 point for hitting the chip and
shattering it, but you get 3 points for hitting the chip
in the middle and NOT shattering it. You have to
pretty much hit that chip dead center to poke a hole
in it without blowing the thing to smithereens! We
added another variable to this. We made a chain of 5
chips suspended vertically similar to the ping-pong
ball game. The difference was that we didn’t start the
chips to moving, we just let them hang. The “chain”
was made using masking tape or cellophane tape
between the chips which were about 3˝ apart vertical-
ly. Obviously, you had to shoot the bottom chip first
and work your way up the chain. You had three min-
utes to shoot five arrows and each chip hit was 1 point
and each chip “centered” was 3 points. This went on

“Shooting at poker chips in
archery is an old game.

However, hitting a poker chip is
by no means difficult at 20

yards, but playing the game for
points is difficult.”

Continued on the Next Page
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for 30 shots; winner was the
high points scorer. The
poker chips that were hit
broke right away from the
single layer of masking tape
and left the remaining
chips hanging . . . but then
those remaining chips were
moving, so the game got
tougher in the middle and
settled down on that last
chip, if you got it done in
time, that is.

A variation of this game was using small balloons
(no larger than 2˝ in diameter) and suspending those
in the same manner. In this variant a hit balloon net-
ted you one point because the balloon was way small-
er and unless hit solidly wouldn’t blow up. If you
popped the balloon you got two points.

The Intentional Robin Hood Game
We used this game a lot for archery demonstrations.
For demonstration purposes, it fit really well, since we
kept the distance at 15 yards or less; depending upon
how large of a group we had and the space we had to
work with. 10 yards was our most common distance,
since safety was always paramount. We were trying to
replicate the famous “splitting of the arrow” from the
movie “The Adventures of Robin Hood” starring
none other than Errol Flynn where Robin splits the
arrow to win the Golden Arrow. (The shot was actu-
ally made by the great Howard Hill, who did all the
stunt archery shots for this movie and taught Errol
Flynn how to really shoot a bow.) 

What the audience didn’t know about these
demonstrations was that we had intentionally opened
up the end of the aluminum shafts we were trying to
“Robin Hood.” We would place our victim shaft into
the bale, line it up as best we could by eye so we were
looking right down the shaft, back off to 20 or 30 feet
and start firing arrows. Even if we didn’t “Robin
Hood” our victim arrow, we almost always hit it and
that brought ooh’s and ahh’s from the audience just
the same. I remember during one demonstration that
three of us all Robin Hooded our victim arrow on the
same shot at about the same time. The audience
thought this was really cool! Sometimes we shot a lot
of “Robin Hoods” and sometimes we didn’t. It isn’t a
sure thing even if the victim arrow is already opened
up. You are shooting at something the size of a pea
and have to hit it dead center in order to accomplish

the “Robin Hood.”

Competing against 
the Local Sheriff’s
Department
I’ve been in a few clubs that
each year would put out a
challenge to a shooting
match between their best
shooters and the best shoot-
ers from other shooting
organizations. The format
was really simple. The stan-

dard NFAA indoor target was used for the Sheriff ’s
Department, local Police Department, or Highway
Patrol. The round was witnessed for the standard 5
shots per end for 12 scoring ends. For Sheriffs, Police
Department, and Highway patrol, a new target face
was put up after each end so that scoring could be
accurate and fair. Standard distance was 20 yards, nor-
mal scoring. The Sheriffs, Policemen, and Highway
Patrolmen had to shoot from the standing position,
but could shoot with a two handed pistol grip posi-
tion. They could shoot single or double action using
their service revolvers, or their semi-automatics. 

For muzzle loaders, the same applied. The target
faces were changed after each five shots, but the dis-
tance for muzzle loaders and archers was 40 yards at
the standard NFAA field face used for that distance.
Because of gun fouling and time restraints, we shot
four shots per “end” for five ends or 20 shots. The
muzzle loaders had to shoot from a standing position;
no bench rests were allowed. There was only a “rea-
sonable” time limit for them because it does take time
to re-load the muzzleloaders. For cross-bows, we again
shot from a distance of only 20 yards at the normal
NFAA blue indoor face, 5 bolts per end for 12 ends.
Once again, the crossbow shooters had to used the
standing position; no bench rests or supports allowed.

In my experience, the archers never lost a match
against any of those mentioned above, although some-
times things were close. Usually there were four person
teams from each group and the score total for all four
shooters was tallied to get the final results. My first
experience with this was against the Highway Patrol
and all four archers were shooting fingers and recurved
bows. We archers won handily against the Highway
Patrol. The next go around were shooting with
recurved bows and releases and we shot better, so the
margin of victory was improved. With release aids and
compounds, the same applied, only we archers really

“The Flint Bowman Round is
essentially an indoor field round,
but once again, although it is a
huge amount of fun and a chal-
lenge, range occupation makes
it very difficult to shoot the Flint
and still allow others the use of
the range space at the same

time.”
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“kicked butt.” I do remember one time shooting at 50
yards against the muzzle loaders and allowed them to
use a bench rest. We barely scraped by on that one, but
we did win. It is a fun challenge if you can get them to
accept it. I haven’t done this, however, in many years.

Spot Pots
Oh but the fun “spot pots” we used to put together as
side bets on the old scoring field and hunter targets!
The “spots” on those old target faces were significant-
ly smaller than the 5-ring (or even the X-ring) on
today’s NFAA Field and Hunter targets. The game
was really simple: First we would agree on how much
a “spot” was worth. Normally it was a nickel or a dime
in value. Then, during the tournament all those want-
ing to participate simply kept track of how many
“dots/spots” they hit for each target and then tallied
the total for the round. At the conclusion, everyone’s
name and total spot count was listed and then put
into descending order, from most spots down to
fewest spots. Then the payment began. You paid
everyone that had more dots than you did a nickel or
dime for each dot that they beat you by. Thus, the per-
son with the most dots got paid by everyone, and the
one with the fewest dots paid money out to everyone.
As you can see, depending upon how many played the
game and how many dots were shot; it could get a bit
expensive for those having a bad dot day.

The same game can be played indoors with X-
counts and can be easily handicapped by making it so
that the best shooters only get credit for an X when it
is inside out. Normally for this, the game is either a
quarter per X, or sometimes a dollar or two to enter
and it is handicapped and figured up at the end of the
round; winner takes all the dollars. It is more fun to
play the “X-game” for nickels and dimes where the
top guy gets nickels or dimes from everyone, and the
bottom man pays nickels and dimes to everyone and
the rest of the participants only pay those that beat
him/her a nickel or dime per X. Some nights a person
could lose a lot of nickels and dimes, and then other
nights win a lot of them.

The “Disaster at Vegas” in 1992
I cannot end my article without mentioning the one
year when the Vegas Tournament caused quite a stir
in our archery world. It had been decided that the
Vegas round was getting “too easy.” This was before
the advent of the “Vegas Shootdown” currently
employed at the World Archery Festival. Anyway,
after the 1991 event, it was decided to change the tar-

get face to a 3-spot target, but shrink everything
down and add a white ring on the outside. The result-
ing target is shown below, thanks to Jimmy Despart,
a former Vegas Tournament winner. This target face
was used for only one year and quickly abandoned
when the archers really complained heavily about
making it next to impossible; even for the best shoot-
ers on the planet. Nobody I knew at the time liked
this target. Jimmy Despart has dubbed it the “Mini-
Monster 3-spot Vegas Target” (see photo). One look
and you will see why! The only way to get a “10” was
to hit the gold ring that was the size of today’s “Baby-

X”. (In 1992, the largest shaft diameter available was
the 2512 by Easton.) The photo shows an end shot by
Jimmy Despart in February, 2016. The question
remains whether or not the shooters could shoot 900
when what they see is only the size of a dime and
nothing to “float on” with their site picture? We like-
ly will never know that answer.

Conclusion
There you have it, folks. The target faces for the
indoor rounds have radically changed over the years,
haven’t they? In addition, it is obvious that the accu-

Jimmy Despart Mini-Monster 3 spot Vegas Face, 2-9-16

Continued on the Next Page
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racy levels have gotten much better and it has forced
the organizations to change the target faces to help
minimize the equipment and arrow damage caused by
shooting all of the arrows in one end into the same
“spot” indoors. Yes, you can select to shoot a single
spot target face, but you do so at your own risk of
potential arrow damage and lost score due to kiss
outs. The NFAA went from a single spot target face
that was black, to a turquoise background and then on
to a 4-spot Championship Target face with the “X-
ring,” and then to what we now have, a 5-spot target
with an X-ring in various blues. There is a current
trend to shoot a 360 round indoors where the X-ring
counts as 6 points. Three major events use this for-
mat. The NFAA Indoor Nationals still uses “stan-
dard” NFAA scoring but counts X’s for tie breakers.
For the Professionals, the only shooters who make the
shoot-off are those that score a perfect 120 X’s in the
two days of shooting.

The Freeman Round was fun, but it was aban-
doned years ago and the target faces are no longer
available. There are ways to make it work, but range
space and lane occupation make it difficult to shoot
this round for a league.

The Flint Bowman Round is essentially an
indoor field round, but once again, although it is a
huge amount of fun and a challenge, range occupation
makes it very difficult to shoot the Flint and still
allow others the use of the range space at the same
time.

In local leagues around here, “spot pots” are com-
mon, but they have “wrinkles” to them and people pay
up after each end and there are carryovers for ties and
such. They are really fun, however. One other thing I
haven’t seen done in years is the “Calcutta Shoot.” I
have tried to find the rules to the Archery Calcutta
shoot, but so far I haven’t had any luck finding some-
one that knows the in’s and out’s of the rules for
Archery Calcutta.

Enjoy your shooting, and perhaps you might
pickup on some of the games that you can play that
relieve some of the drudgery of just shooting only the
NFAA Blue Face or the Vegas 3-spot face all the
time. It is a long winter. Improvise, think of fun
things to do that are different. 

Tom Dorigatti

Finally, An Archery Book for Kids!

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer

Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.

Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.

Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
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by William Moltzan

Making a Stabilizer
Quick Disconnect
Make Your Own Stabilizer Quick Disconect Cheaply

I have never liked screwing something into my
expensive riser every time I go to the range. That’s
wear and tear on the threads that could turn into a
problem in the future. Also screwing in a front stabi-
lizer and maybe a rear stabilizer every time is tedious.
The solution to both of these is a quick disconnect
stabilizer mount. Half a turn it’s on, half a turn it’s off!
These aren’t very expensive to buy but what if you
have more than one bow/riser or one bow/riser and
several different stabilizers, buying commercial pieces
could get expensive. And DIY is not just about the joy
of making things yourself; you can save money doing
it also.

Here’s how to make a stabilizer quick disconnect.

Safety Cautions Make sure to wear safety glasses and
observe all safety precautions when using machines or
hand tools. Know how to use them.

I start with 1˝ extruded round 6061 aircraft grade alu-
minum. Grade 6061 is the standard aluminum used
for making many parts. It’s very strong, affordable and
readily available. A 1 foot piece is less than US $5 and
we’ll use less slightly more than 1˝ of it. It can be
found at small quantity metal suppliers or on online
retailers, like eBay, oftentimes with free or low cost
shipping.

Cut or part off a piece of 1˝ 6061 aluminum round.
Face both sides and bevel the edges to a length of 1.3˝.
1.25˝ will work but my formula comes out to 1.3˝.

Continued on the Next Page
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Using a center drill start the pilot hole. I then use
a 1⁄8˝ drill to drill a hole completely through the alu-
minum. You can do the entire drilling of this hole on
the lathe but I do it in the mill as it’s easier to drill
there. Also I have digital readout on mine.

After mounting in the mill I use a center finder to
align the mill to the hole.

Drill a series of holes to get to a 5⁄16˝ hole com-
pletely through. Most stabilizer threads are 5⁄16 x 24
as this was made a “standard” many years ago.

We now need to counter sink the hole to 1⁄2˝
diameter. We’ll be using a 5⁄16 x 24 socket head cap
screw to mount to the riser and 1⁄2˝ will just clear the
head of the bolt. I use a series of drills to work up to
the 1⁄2˝ hole, starting with 3⁄8˝ then 7⁄16˝. Drill a
touch shorter than 1˝ deep. 

Last, using a center cutting 1⁄2˝ end mill, bore the
hole exactly 1˝ deep. This gives a nice flat countersunk
hole where the 5⁄16˝ x 24 socket head cap screw will
bottom out when bolted to the bow or riser. We have
a 5⁄16˝ hole on one end and 1⁄2˝ on the other, 1˝ deep.

Mount the work (that’s what machinists call the
part you’re working on) horizontally in the vise mak-
ing sure it’s level. Many vises have a groove cut in the
jaws to hold round stock making it easy to mount
level.

Using my electronic edge finder or using what
ever method you wish (manual ones work fine, just
not as fast), find the side and edge of the part. Move
to the middle which would be 1⁄2˝ in on the 1˝ diam-
eter. From the end move in 0.375˝ exactly. This is
where the link that mounts on the stabilizer will slide
in. This hole will be 1⁄2˝ in diameter and 7⁄8˝ (0.875˝)
deep. As we’ve done before, start the hole with a
center drill then work up to 1⁄2˝ in diameter going
0.800˝ deep. Using a 1⁄2˝ center cutting end mill bore
the final hole exactly 7⁄8˝ (0.875˝) deep. You’ll have a
nice flat bottom hole that accepts the link. Note: cen-
ter cutting end mills aren’t that expensive. Some only
cost US $8 and last a long time when used to cut alu-
minum. I use WD-40 as a lubricant when cutting alu-

Face & Bevel One End and then Cut off the Body 
Using a Parting Tool

1.3˝ Faced & Beveled to Length

CenterDrill(left) Drill Pilot Hole (right)

Center Finder (left) Drill 5⁄16˝ Hole on the Mill (right)

Counter Sink 1⁄2˝ Hole 1” Deep
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minum, which is very common practice.
While the mill is still located in the middle of this

hole, mount a 5⁄16˝ end mill. Doesn’t need to be cen-
ter cutting but most of them are. Now mill a slot from
the center of the hole to the edge. It only takes a few
passes and we have a nice slot where the threads of the
stabilizer slide into. 

Deburr all the holes we made as well as the slot.
This part of the quick detach mount is done.

Now we need to make the link.

Making the Link
I use Grade 1018 steel round bar as it has a nice
smooth shiny finish. It’s only $2.50 a foot. We could
use A36 or even 1⁄2˝ round from the home center but
it needs to be polished which will make it a bit thin-
ner and which then may not fit into the mount as
snugly.

First face off the end in the lathe. Then mount in

the mill with some overhanging to drill the hole to
accept the stabilizer threads.

Find the side and edge like we did before and
move to the center of the 1⁄2˝ piece (0.25˝ in). Move
0.5˝ from the end and that’s where we need to drill &
thread a 5⁄16˝ x 24 hole. Start with a center drill then
1⁄8˝ drill. Then, using a letter “I” or 0.272˝ drill bit
bore the hole.

Using a 5⁄16˝ x 24 tap, thread the hole. Make sure
to use thread cutting oil for a smooth cut (see photo
next page).

Mark the rod 7⁄8˝ (0.875˝) from the end then
mount it in the lathe. Part off and face the end so the
link is exactly 7⁄8˝ (0.875˝) long. The 5⁄16 x 24 thread-
ed hole will be offset so it will bottom out inside of
the mount we completed earlier (see photo next page).

Blow off the chips from both parts with com-
pressed air and then spray them with some brake parts
cleaner to remove all the cutting oil. You’ll need two
more parts available at your local hardware store:
(1) 5⁄16 x 24 x 3/4˝ long socket head cap screw and
(1) 5⁄16˝ nylon washer.

The washer goes between the mount and your
riser or bow’s stabilizer threaded hole or bushing.

Mount the Quick Disconnect you have just made

Locate Edge (left)         Move to Link Hole Location (center)          Bore Link Hole (right)

Use a 5⁄16˝ End Mill (left) Cut a 5⁄16˝ Slot for Link (right)

Face Link in Lathe (left) Mount in Mill & Drill Pilot (center)
Drill 0.272˝ Hole with Letter bit “I” (right)
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on your riser or bow with the slot & hole facing up or
a bit sideways (makes it easier to locate the hole).
Never mount it facing down because if it came loose

your stabilizer could fall out. I put some blue Loctite
on the bolt so vibration won’t cause it to come loose.
Once installed, you won’t be removing the quick dis-
connect mount. Make several links and put on each
stabilizer you have so all you need do is slide in and
half turn and it’s mounted or make several mounts if
you use the same stabilizer on several bows..

We’re done!
To see what they look like mounted, go back to

the first page of this article and see the photos at the
bottom of that page.

Using a 5⁄16˝ x 24 Tap, Thread the Hole in the Link

Finishing the  Link by beveling the Ends

Completed Parts: Mount, Link, Bolt & Washer – Ready for Assemby

Mounted on a Riser(left) Link mounted on a Stabilizer (right)
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You see the buck walking closer and closer.
Adrenaline surges through your body. He
approaches to within 50 yards. Your brow sweats;
your pulse quickens. Your hands tremble as you
fumble for your release. He continues to creep
closer. He’s now less than 40 yards away. You’re
sure the deer can hear your heart pounding against
the inside of your chest. You can’t believe that a
buck of this size is browsing the vegetation right
in front of you.

But your anticipation and excitement quickly
turn to doubt and worry. 

Will the buck continue to approach, or should
you draw back on your bow now? Is he now too
close for you to go unseen? The only thing you
know for certain is that you don’t know how the
next few seconds will play out. 

Before you know it, you’ve missed the shot.
Instead of tracking a blood trail while high-fiving
your companions, you’ll retrieve your arrow by
yourself, with your head held low. 

This cloud of uncertainty and nervous energy
that often leads to missed shots is better known as
buck fever. It is the overwhelming nervous feeling
– and the associated “yips” – that comes from deep
inside when you see a big deer pass across your
shooting window. 

Buck Fever: Primarily a Problem for Beginners
Many new hunters struggle with buck fever.

My wife, for example, recently experienced her
first case of buck fever, while we were hunting
bulls in the beautiful Arizona wilderness. 

by Chris Waters

Continued on the Next Page
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She’d been honing her
skills for some time now,
but that didn’t prepare her
for the feeling of seeing a
bull elk walk within 45
yards of our location.
Before long, she was
shaking so badly she
couldn’t attach her release
properly. The elk saw her
fumbling with the equip-
ment and disappeared
into dense cover.

Moments later, a second bull followed the path
of the first – he even stopped in the same spot. But
unfortunately for my bride, buck fever struck
again. This time, she successfully drew on the bull
but aimed with the wrong sighting pin, thanks to
her frayed nerves. The arrow slammed harmlessly
into the ground beneath the bull, who quickly
became a memory.

But Don’t Get Cocky: 
You Can Catch Buck Fever Again
As many of you are undoubtedly aware, buck fever
can afflict experienced hunters as seriously as it
does beginners. 

My buddy and I were once lucky enough to
draw archery tags for the one-of-a-kind Kaibab
National Forest. During the opening day of the
hunt, we saw a nice buck. My companion tracked
it carefully and drew back on his bow to claim his
prize. I waited with anticipation and excitement,
as I was sure my partner was going to drop the
deer with authority. 

Imagine my surprise as his arrow flew off 20
yards to the left of the buck. I turned in confusion
to my friend, who simply offered that he had used
the wrong eye when aiming! Buck fever had
claimed yet another victim. 

If you don’t want your own buck fever story,
you’ll need to take steps to prepare yourself. 

Buck Fever Can Be Conquered
While buck fever can certainly strike just about
any hunter, it can be defeated. With a combination
of mental preparation and physical practice, you
can get over your jitters and sidestep buck fever
altogether. 

Just embrace the following three tips:
1. Hone Your Shot Sequence and Muscle Memory

Many basketball players
have a shot sequence for
free throws. Take, for
example, one of the best
free-throw shooters of
recent memory: Jeff
Hornecek. 

Every time Jeff
stepped up to the free-
throw line, he would go
through the same ritual:
He’d rub his fingers down

his cheek a couple of times. This was how he kept
his technique consistent and tuned out the high-
stress nature of the situation. It apparently worked,
as he still ranks among the best free throw shoot-
ers of all time.

Bowhunters can benefit from adopting a simi-
lar sequence, to help ensure shot-after-shot con-
sistency. For example, you may wish to set your
stance, identify the proper pin for the distance,
take a deep breath, pull back and then let your
arrow fly. 

It doesn’t matter what sequence you select
(within reason), only that it fits your shooting
style, feels comfortable and is easy to perform.
This way, you’ll be able to rely solely on muscle
memory, once buck fever rears its ugly head. 

I first noticed the importance of developing a
proper shot sequence while hunting for elk along-
side a much more experienced bowhunter. Ever
since I noticed him go through the same sequence
of steps while preparing for each shot, I vowed to
develop my own sequence and use it just as consis-
tently as he did. 

Be sure to start developing and practicing your
shooting sequence while you are practicing at the
range, this way it’ll be second nature once a buck
waltzes under your tree stand. 
2. Develop Mental Focus to Achieve Accurate Arrows
Having a physical shot sequence isn’t enough to
guarantee that nerves won’t get to you.
Conquering buck fever requires a sharp mind as
well as a practiced body.  Hunter and firearm
instructor Joel Turner knows this well and uses this
principle when teaching his students how to con-
centrate in stressful situations. 

He emphasizes the need to develop a mantra
or phrase that will accompany your shot sequence.
A mantra, or repetitive phrase, serves as a way to
clear your mind of distractions and focus your

“Imagine my surprise as his
arrow flew off 20 yards to the
left of the buck. I turned in con-
fusion to my friend, who simply
offered that he had used the
wrong eye when aiming! Buck
fever had claimed yet another

victim.”
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Want More on Coaching Archery?

Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as  five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.

If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.

Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

mind on the task at hand. Additionally, with suffi-
cient repetitions, the rhythmic nature of the
mantra will begin helping to reinforce your shot
sequence. 

The mantra can be anything you like, but the
most effective are generally the simplest. For
example, you may simply want to think “get it
done, get it done, get it done,” while aiming your
pin correctly, and then shifting to “squeeze,
squeeze, squeeze,” when it is time to trip the trig-
ger. 
3. Create Stressful Situations to Simulate Real Shots
It’s one thing to cut up a target with one shot after
the next while you are in the cozy confines of your
local archery club, but it is quite another to do so
while suffering from a raging case of buck fever. 

So, as is commonly done in military training
regimens, it is often helpful to create stressful sit-
uations during which you can practice. This way,
you’ll have a chance to repeat your sequence and
mantra under fever-afflicted conditions (obviously,
you must keep safety in mind while trying to prac-
tice shooting under stress).

For example, you may want to run in place

long enough to quicken your pulse and breathing,
before aiming and firing at the target.
Alternatively, if you have access to an outdoor
range, you can practice your sequence while you
are a bit cold. Don’t give yourself frostbite or
hypothermia, but maybe take off a layer for a few
minutes before your round begins. 

My wife and I tried to create stressful shooting
situations by setting up obstacles in front of our
target. We also contrived shots that required us to
shoot through sections of PVC pipe. This forced
us to rely on our shot sequence, mantra and mus-
cle memory to hit our mark. 

Understand that buck fever strikes us all, including
those who’ve spent a lifetime of hunting big game.
So, don’t feel bad. Just take your lumps, learn as
many lessons as you can and try to be better next
time. And while there is no fool-proof cure for
buck fever, the three tips mentioned above will
help you sidestep the problem (and keep your
freezer full). 

Chris Waters (from Outdoor Empire)
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You may have been hired as the coach of a col-
legiate archery team and as such you may have
assumed that you were taking over a team of experi-
enced and well-equipped archers. I think it’s time for
your wake-up call.

As the coach of a collegiate archery team you will
be expected to coach the archers that make up your
team. If you hope to keep your job as coach you will
want to recruit experienced archers for your team. If
you hope to field a full team you will want to develop
the talent that you aren’t fortunate enough to recruit.
If you want the new kids to compete they will need to
have suitable equipment. If you want your team to be
competitive you will need to teach them basic skills,
recommend basic equipment for them, set-up the
new equipment, coach them and do the final tuning
of their equipment. Oops, I failed to mention that
you’ll probably dabble in strength and conditioning
and developing their mental game.

Sorry about the scare tactics. All I was really try-
ing to do is to let you know that you may be spending
a fair amount of time working on the equipment side

of the game. For new archers, this is not that difficult.

Recommending Equipment
Once you’ve recruited new archers, introduced them
to the basic skills and let them shoot your equipment
or the school’s equipment long enough to get them to
ask about buying their own, it’s time to pop the big
question? “What’s your budget?” This is a hugely
important question that should be asked before you
start talking about any specific equipment because
regardless the price range you want to have presented
the options in a way that they will have full confi-
dence in the equipment they buy. If you start describ-
ing a $2,500 set up and they have a $500 budget for
everything you have to explain the things they are los-
ing with every dollar they take away from the pack-
age. I’d rather have you tout the value of the items
that they can afford. I can’t turn anyone away though,
so even if they don’t have any money, if they are inter-
ested and appear dedicated I will try to find loaner
equipment until they find themselves in a position to
be able to buy their own.

Selecting Equipment
for New Recurve

Archers
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach

ILF (International Limb Fitting) Riser w/ILF Receiver and Limb w/ILF Detent Assembly (left) 
and ILF Limb being installed into ILF Riser  (right)
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That being said, when it comes to archery equip-
ment, even more so than with things in general, buy
the best you can afford. It’s like I said when I was rep-
resenting Zeiss Binoculars and Scopes, “I’d rather
explain the features that justify the price once to a
customer than to apologize to him the rest of my life
for the poor quality.”

I always encourage my archers to develop a rela-
tionship with a local pro shop who can provide them
guidance in all things equipment. If they don’t have a
local pro shop that specializes in recurve target archery
or they don’t trust what they are hearing then I am
more than happy to provide the guidance they need.

The Bow
We should always recommend to our new archers
that they purchase an ILF (International Limb
Fitting) Riser and Limbs to provide maximum flexi-
bility in the purchase of different brands of limbs, the
switching out of limbs to change weight as the need
arises, and the ability to resell the equipment if the
archer wants to make a change.

Riser They can save money easily here. Low-end
to mid-range risers perform consistently and lack
mainly in fit & finish over the high-end risers.

Limbs Their first set of limbs will definitely not
be their last. For shooting indoors they can save tons
of money on that first set of limbs by buying low-end
wood-laminated limbs. If they’re buying them to
shoot outdoors they can save money by getting low-
end to mid-range carbon-laminated limbs. Once they
get near what they think will be their final draw
weight, they should go for broke and get the best they
can afford. The extra performance and stability can
help to put them over the top. 

Right- or Left-Handed?
Since you hope to be working with this new archer

for an extended period of time, maybe even four
years, you should choose their bow based on your eye
dominance test. Notice, I said your eye dominance
test. Don’t take the archer’s word for it and don’t just
let someone else do the test. Take the time to check it
yourself so you know it’s right.

Have your archers stand facing you approximately
ten feet away, with the fingers on both hands fully
extended and both arms fully extended toward you have
them overlap both thumbs forming a small triangle.
Have them look through the small triangle with both
eyes open centering your head in the triangle. Next have
them pull the triangle back to their faces, keeping your
head centered in the triangle until they touch their nose.
Have them hold that position until you record which of
their eyes you see through their triangles. The eye you
see through the triangle is their dominant eye.

Yes, there can be other physical considerations
that can make the dominant eye secondary in the
choice of bow hand. But please evaluate everything
yourself and help the student with their decision. It is
perfectly acceptable to have archers shoot right- or
left-handed by their choice in a brief camp or initial
experience but I would recommend to individuals
making a long-term decision that they consider eye
dominance over hand dominance.

Length of Bow (Based Upon Draw Length)

Note I’m from a generation where we like to work the
limbs for maximum speed/efficiency. If you want a

One Eye Dominance Test: Step 1 – Triangle w/Arms Fully Extended (left) Step 2 – Triangle Pulled Back to Face (right)

Continued on the Next Page

Draw Bow Length Limbs
Up to 23˝ 64˝ Bow 23˝ Riser Short
24-27˝ 66˝ Bow 23˝ Riser Medium
28-30˝ 68˝ Bow 25˝ Riser Medium
31˝+ 70˝ Bow 27˝ Riser Medium 

or 25˝ Riser Long
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smoother draw with less finger pinch try adding 2˝ to
your selection by either bumping the Riser or Limb
Length up one size.

Draw Weight of Limbs
Base your choice on both current strength and antic-
ipated development.

I recommend the team stockpile several sets of
ILF limbs of different lengths and weights which will
take some of the pressure off this decision. I consider
the archer’s current strength and project the weight
they will be able to handle by outdoor season and
order that set of limbs. We will then let the archer use
a lighter set of limbs as their strength develops in the
spring. Their limbs will sit in storage until they are
ready for that transition. The last thing you want is an
archer who is over bowed or trying to shoot a weight
before they are ready.

Accessories
To set a bow up you will need more than a riser and a
set of limbs. The accessories you need to complete the
set-up process and have your new archer ready to
shoot include:
1. Bowstring Start off new archers on a Fast Flight

String because it is relatively inexpensive, yet still
performs well and is very reliable.

2. Rest Sometimes less is more. The less moving
parts and set screws you have on your rest the bet-
ter. I lean towards simple flipper rests here, but if
you can spend a little more, my favorite is the
Shibuya Ultima Rest.

3. Cushion Plunger A simple device where the cheap

versions sometimes work as well as the expensive
versions. When you go up in price it is mainly for
better adjustability and reliability over the long
run. If you need to save money on the original pur-

chase buy what your budget requires. You will
eventually buy a better one when you can afford it.

4. Clicker The simple blade type that you attach
directly to your riser is relatively inexpensive and
should serve you well. You may want to splurge
and buy the black blade just to cut down the shine.

5. Sight This is the one place where I would encour-
age you to invest in the best you can afford. There
is a lot going on with a sight and while you can
shoot a good score with a cheap sight you will
eventually lose your mind trying to keep all the
screws tight and fixing your sight because it
vibrates to a new location. Basically, the sight
manufacturers will say that you can pay me now or
pay me later but you will eventually have to get a
good sight. I recommend sights made by Axcel or
Shibuya (see photo opposite).

6. Stabilizer This is another area where, while you
will want the best when you can afford it, you can
find some real savings in buying one of the low-
end to mid-range options.

Arrows
Since we start our new kids off indoors when they buy
their equipment we give them the option of buying
indoor arrows to get started and buy their outdoor
arrows later as we get closer the outdoor season or
buying their outdoor arrows right off the bat to shoot
year-round.
1.Indoor Some of the easiest and most reasonable
options are still aluminum for indoors. We recom-
mend everything from Easton Tributes to Easton
X-7’s for our recurve archers depending on their
budgets. I will continue to watch for good indoor
options from the many all-carbon arrows that are
targeting that market now.

2.Outdoor Obviously, I’d like to have all my kids
shooting Easton X10’s outdoors but budgets force
most into Easton ACG’s or ACC’s. The reason I
like to have my kids shoot these arrows over the
excellent all-carbon choices is because we have a
reasonably good chance of finding these arrows
with a metal detector should they somehow miss
the target.

Finger Tabs
Make sure that the tab you recommend comes with
the accessories that your archers may need. While
most of the top end tabs include ledges and finger
spacers the Cartel Smart Tab also comes with these
features and a Cordovan leather face at an entry level

The Shibuya Ultima Rest, My Favorite Magnetic Rest
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price (see photos below).

Other Accessories
You will need many other accessories that are much
less critical to your success where not much guidance
is required. Below you will find a list of equipment
recommended for all Recurve Archers including
equipment that is required to be able to shoot and
those items that are optional.

Recommended Equipment List 
for Recurve Target Archers

Bow
Riser
Limbs
Sight
Aperture

Arrow Rest
Cushion Plunger
Clicker
Stabilizer w/weights 
V-bar (Optional)
V-Bar Rods w/weights (Optional)
String
Bowstring
Kisser Button (Optional)
Personal Protection
Tab
Armguard
Bow Sling (Finger or Wrist Sling)
Chest Protector (Optional)
Arrows (Indoor)
Shafts (Aluminum/Carbon/Aluminum-
Carbon)

Points
Nocks
Fletches (Feathers or Vanes)
Arrows (Outdoor)
Shafts (Aluminum-Carbon or Carbon)
Points
Nocks
Fletches (Vanes/SpinWings)

Miscellaneous
Quiver
Arrow Puller (Optional)
Arrow Lube (Optional)
Bow Stringer
Bow Stand (Optional)
Bow Case (Soft/Backpack/Hard)
Optics – Binoculars and/or Spotting Scope & Tripod
(Optional)
Rain Gear (Optional)
Waterproof Shoes/Boots (Optional)
Bow Square (Optional)
Allen Wrenches (Optional)
Bow String Wax (Optional)
Dental Floss (Optional)

These are but a few brief notes to help you provide
some guidance to your kids. All we can ever do is do
is the best we can to help them in their journey.

Thanks for spending this time with me. I look
forward to seeing you on the shooting field.

Economy Cartel Sight (top) and Premium Axcel Sight (bottom)

Economy Cartel Tab (bottom right) w/KSL Gold (left) and 
WiaWis EZ (top)
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It is very gratifying that our archery community is
getting bigger and bigger with the number of active
archers growing and growing. Certainly not every one
of these archers has the goal to participate in the
Olympic Games, and yet the number of ambitious
archer has also increased. Most of these performance-
oriented archers know that a good coach is indispens-
able. Without external coaching a top archer today can
hardly cope (except the few genius autodi-
dacts). Coach can recognize and assess mis-
takes from the outside much easier than can
the archer can, coaches can also suggest
improvements and help with the implemen-
tation as they have received training that
archers have not. Many clubs offer begin-
ners’ courses, where the basic principles of
archery are taught by a club coach or an
experienced archer and more and more these
beginners come to realize that they want to
go further in their sport, very much further.
They want to go on participate in tourna-
ments and championships and become more
successful by competing for medals.

Technical Training and Mental Training
As archers become more demanding of
themselves, the demand for adequate indi-
vidual coaching also increases. In specific,
the mental demands for help with the men-
tal side of archery are increasing greatly.
The following graph (right) is intended to
provide a clue. It is based on my own expe-
riences over more than 40 years in archery.

One can see that the main work at the
beginning is rather in technical training

(picking a style and learning setup, how to stand, how
to shape one’s bow hand, how to pull, how to position
one’s shoulders, etc.). The shot process is learned or
taught in different phases, after which the training sys-
tem (position phase model, KFS partial teaching
method, KSL, NTS or similar) does not really matter
in this case. The coach takes on the task of observing
errors, suggesting changes/improvements/extensions.

Mental Training: 
Science or 

Just Gut Feelings?
by Markus Wagner
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For this, video analyses are always helpful for in a video
record, single sequences from the entire shot circle
from one shot to the other can be compared easily,
exposing details that the human eye can’t really see at
all or only with great difficulty. Whether video analyses
for beginners in the first few weeks are meaningful,
surely everyone must decide for themselves. In any
case, I think they are necessary for ambitious tourna-
ment archers.

But where is the mental part in the training for
beginners? This is in the conditioning, the constant
practice of the constantly same movements, which are
still very deliberately carried out when an archer is
beginning, gradually leading to their becoming
unconscious actions, just as we learn to drive. After
years, nobody is paying attention to exactly when he
has to change a gear or tap the brakes. When I drive
a car with gears again (I usually drive an automatic),
it just happens that I put my left foot aside and forget
to step on the clutch. There are bad sounds of the
engine then as feedback. Those old, learned habits
have to be re-learned, which they are quickly.

With increasing demands on their own perfor-
mance, archers also gradually add mental tools Most
coaches certainly see concentration exercises, breath-
ing exercises, relaxation exercises, and things like
these as appropriate techniques. Students will be
shown how to concentrate and focus on shooting, and
how they can react to stress in tournaments in order
to be successful. Through breathing and relaxation
exercises, they physically and mentally prepare their
students for shooting. With this kind of exercises,
body and mind are harmoniously worked together.
There are also training tools that are not directly
related to shooting performance. Such as. Motivation
training, goal setting, stress management, etc. In the
“goal setting” category, the S.M.A.R.T tool is often
used. It gives the archer the opportunity to approach
his own goals in a planned and realistic way.

Again, the trainer should help the student deter-
mine whether he or she is over-estimating whether
their goals can be achieved (performance, training
volume, timetable).

There are also tools for managing tournament
stress that can be helpful. A tool, helpful in eliminat-
ing environmental or disturbing sounds before the
archer steps to the shooting line, is: “The Circle of
Excellence“ (see graphic, top of next page)

Here, the archer creates a mentally closed
frame/space for him, which (if he masters the tech-
nique) protects him from external and negative influ-

ences (noises, competitors).
These are just examples of many mental training

techniques, which are easy to learn and to coach.

Direct and Indirect Mental Training
That our sport is a mental sport, no one will doubt.
Still, a lot of archers and coaches still find it hard to
get involved. Techniques as described above, which I
like to call direct mental training, are always offered
up in coach training courses and also taught. As
coach, these are necessary if I like to advance my stu-
dent. Apart from these tools, there is much more to be
learned about sports psychology (and general psy-
chology). The fact that a coach should be positive and
emphatic, I am sure everyone will confirm. Also, hav-
ing a “good eye” is helpful in making observations,
both when looking at shooting techniques and when
reading body language/facial expressions. But obser-
vations alone require a certain basic knowledge of
psychology. Here we come to the field of indirect
mental training. This is where the term observer bias
has to be placed upon the table. In other words, the
term “observer-dependent judgment distortion” (see
the example in the figure below) sounds really compli-
cated, as is the case with many terms in psychology.

Ultimately, however, it is only about recognizing
that our own point of view always depends on our

own status and our own experiences. Objectivity is
required here. In the example, the result is factual or
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objective that the glass is filled with 500 mL of liquid.
Subjectively, however, the pessimist might say: “The
glass is half empty!” while the optimist might say:
“The glass is half full!” Objectivity is a underestimat-
ed area in coaching. Surely every coach has his own
“recipe” when coaching. This is created from his own
experience and education. Many archers follow their
coach then because they trust him. And this trust
relationship is also very important. Often this extends
not only to the subject of shooting technique, but also
to the equipment and setup/tune. A good example of
this, I find, is the yearly adjustment of your own
equipment from the outdoor to the indoor season.
Here I have my own opinions and biases. For exam-
ple, the “reconstruction” of recurve bows for the
indoor season to be able to shoot thick arrows I see as
counterproductive. Many things have to be changed
in the bow setup (nocking point, arrow rest, button
position and pressure). But what I see in the first
place is that the whole shot feeling changes with the
slower arrows (e.g., the release feeling of the string).

In my opinion, this “new” feeling sets back a well-
conditioned shot sequence, which can turn into
unwanted (negative/wrong) movement sequences. The
main attraction here is surely the draw hand. The sen-
sitive (and experienced) archer can also notice with
closed eyes whether he is shooting a thin aluminum-
carbon arrow (e.g., X10) or a thick aluminum arrow
(e.g., X²³). The Compound archer will feel this only in
the bow hand (hand shock), since he uses a release and

has no direct (skin) contact with the bowstring. And
when he feels the shot in his bow hand, the arrow is as
good as out of the bow. However, the Recurve archer
will feel (even if only subconsciously) the slower arrow
leaving of the string from the fingers. Nobody has con-
vinced me, so far, credibly that thicker arrows lead also
to a higher score but, whoever is absolutely convinced
that thicker arrows will give him a better result will
never achieve the same or even better result with thin-
ner arrows because of the “inner rejection.” So, if you
feel better with the thick arrows, you should use them.
So, coaches have to have a very careful look at his stu-
dents and find out where their well-being is. He should
be able to see when his student shows a certain rejec-
tion/aversion to the ideas he recommends. This does
not mean that he should let his student do what he
wants. But there must then be found a way to give the
shooter a trusting feeling in himself.  We use the phrase
“trust your shot,” but we are really saying “trust yourself
to shoot the shot you have practiced.”

Authenticity and Intuition
This trust the student should also have in his coach.
We all know the negative statements in training are
forbidden. Statements like: “Do not grab the bow with
your bow hand!” cannot be processed by our brains in
this form. It will only process and store the main
attributes bow and hold. For this reason, we use state-
ments such as: “The bow hand and the fingers need to
be relaxed.” This can then be processed by the brain as

To create a Circle of Excellence, an archer creates a mentally closed frame/space for him, which (if he masters the technique) protects him from
external and negative influences (noises, competitors).
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a one topic. This alone does
not give the desired confi-
dence to our student. This is
something much more
important: authenticity.
Especially in long-term rela-
tionships as between the
coach and the student, it is
very important that one
remains authentic and does
not try to pray for the elimi-
nation of memorized terms
and coaching methods. Over
time, the student will notice
this through his own intuition and he falls into uncer-
tainties about himself and the coach. 

Just as there are different training systems for
archery, there are many training systems dealing with
sports psychology. Again, I argue, every trainer/coach
has to find a way that suits his student and does not
try to squeeze his student into just one system he
likes. Just as the student has to find his way, so the
coach has find a suitable way to coach, so that he can
remain authentic.

The intuition, our stomach or gut feeling, is still

neglected or blocked by
just smiling people. But
this sixth sense, the feeling
in one’s stomach for his
counterpart is the key for
successful (mental) coach-
ing. It is certainly desirable
that mental training is
more applicable both in
the training itself and in
coach education. The
sooner this training is
started, the more self-evi-
dent it becomes that it is a

very important part of archery.
Therefore, mental training should be seen as sci-

entific and as well as very attached to the personality
of coaches and their students. The chemistry between
the two must be good, so as to approach the possibly
still hidden potentials of the archer: in order to recog-
nize them, to point them out and to promote them. 

“If we like to meet people on the same (eye-)level,
we should neither look down on them nor look up to
them!”

Markus Wagner

“There are different training sys-
tems for archery, there are many
training systems dealing with
sports psychology. Again, I

argue, every trainer/coach has
to find a way that suits his stu-

dent and does not try to
squeeze his student into just

one system he likes.”

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA com-
petition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!

Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.

Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!

While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
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Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who 

wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you .  .  . ?

An archer who has been competing for a year or so and 
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.

Are you .  .  . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but 

never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .

Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know out-
side of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

http://www.amazon.com/Archery-Coaching-How-Tos-Steve-Ruis/dp/0991332601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1388520827&sr=1-1&keywords=archery+coaching+how+to%27s
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
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Mindfulness or 
Mindlessness?

by Steve Ruis

Just yesterday (from writing this) I had a student
comment that she would like to be able to be shoot-
ing in a blissfully mindless state, which I presume,
when one came out of one’s trance, involved all of the
arrows shot being packed into the X-ring. 

This is a not uncommon desire.
Archers and coaches who have an opinion are

divided on which is superior: mindlessness (an empty
mind) or mindfulness (a mind focussed only on what
is happening now). I wish this debate could be settled
now, but I don’t see any indication as to how we would
settle this. In the past, archery disagreements were
settled by which recommendations adherent’s got the
better results, which is, of course, always fair, but not
necessarily definitive. The results archers get depend
on who chooses to do what, in other words, how we
shoot is self-selected, which is not a basis for deter-
mining what is good. Remember when you wanted
your mother to allow you to do something and you
used the argument “But everyone else is doing it?”
That didn’t convince your Mum, now did it. Nor
should it convince an archer to do anything.

I will argue that mindfulness is the more appro-
priate state. This is despite, not because of, the faddish
trend toward mindfulness training and the many
claims for its value. Unfortunately, the claims for
mindfulness training are somewhat lacking in sup-
port. According to an article in Scientific American
(Where’s the Proof That Mindfulness Meditation Works?
by Bret Stetka, October 11, 2017) “The new paper
cites a 2015 review published in American
Psychologist reporting that only around 9 percent of
research into mindfulness-based interventions has

been tested in clinical trials that included a control
group. The authors also point to multiple large place-
bo-controlled meta-analyses concluding that mind-
fulness practices have often produced unimpressive
results. A 2014 review of 47 meditation trials, collec-
tively including over 3,500 participants, found essen-
tially no evidence for benefits related to enhancing
attention, curtailing substance abuse, aiding sleep or
controlling weight.”

The “new paper” is one in which “15 prominent
psychologists and cognitive scientists caution that
despite its popularity and supposed benefits, scientif-
ic data on mindfulness is woefully lacking. Many of
the studies on mindfulness and meditation, the
authors wrote, are poorly designed—compromised by
inconsistent definitions of what mindfulness actually
is, and often void of a control group to rule out the
placebo effect.”

I am going to argue that mindfulness training
may have value for archers, if for no other reason than
to get the argument into print so that it can be tried,
or not, and the results then accrued. If you like my
argument, you may want to try it. If you don’t, then
don’t.

Why Mindfulness Training Applies to Archery
Mindfulness training is simply trying ways of keeping
one’s thoughts and feelings confined to the present
moment. Thoughts drifting off to past events or
future events are whisked away for the time of the
training.

This is of value, I believe, because of the way our
Continued on the Next Page
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minds work in a task like
shooting arrows consistent-
ly. When we were just
beginners, our shots were
not coherent, but soon we
learned that “grouping” of
our arrows on the target was
possible. As a consequence,
all of the training schemes we have created, for exam-
ple, are built upon two steps: Step 1 Learn how to
group your shots and Step 2 Move the group into the
highest scoring part of the target. This is a little bit
like the old recipe for shooting a perfect score: Step 1
Shoot a 10. Step 2 Repeat Step 1. Both are easier said
than done, but we still use this as a teaching tool
because it emphasizes what we want: we want arrow
groups, which are tight enough that all of the arrows
fit into the highest scoring zone. This gives archers a
frame of reference for what constitutes “progress”
right away.

So, beginners “practice” (what ever that means)
until their shooting becomes “automatic.” I do not
like using that word as it is problematic. I suggest that
at some point the shot process becomes “learned” (not
automatic), which like tying your shoelaces, is a skill
you don’t have to think about to accomplish. The
example of tying your shoes, in addition shows us
what is really going on. We have all done this so it is
the perfect example for what is really going on.
Question: what do you do if
you flub tying one of your
shoes? You are getting
dressed and you tie one
shoe perfectly, even though
you are thinking about what
you will do next. The next
shoe, bah dump dum—you
slip, you miss something and the knot falls apart.
What do you do?

Do you go back to how you learned the steps
involved (Step 1 Cross the two laces one atop the
other, Step 2 ...)? No. Nobody does that. What do you
do? Everyone I have every quizzed on this does the
exact same thing: we attend the shoe tying, that is we
place our attention on tying that danged shoe, with-
out conscious thoughts. We stop thinking about the
future (planning our day) or mulling over a problem
that happened yesterday, we are one with our shoelace
but not micromanaging the tying process.

In archery, we do not want to make such mis-
takes, even though they are rare, so we attend to what

we are doing, as we are
doing it so as to prevent
such things from happen-
ing in the first place. So, the
thoughts in our heads (they
must be conscious to be
aware of them) are nonexis-
tent. But by attending to

(watching, observing, inspecting) what we are doing
we are directing the attention of our subconscious
minds which are actually in charge of the activity of
making the shot.

Archery encourages a mindful state while we are
shooting arrows. Between shots we have to have con-
scious processing of things. Where did that arrow
land? Why did it land out there? Is there something
wrong with my equipment? (focused on past events)
This is how I will take the next shot differently. I had
better check that arrow when it is pulled. (focus on
future events) So, while shooting, one’s mind needs to
be full of what is in the now and pertinent to making
the shot. All else is considered to be a distraction.
Distractions are cause for letdowns, the deliberate
breaking off of the shot process because it cannot be
accomplished as you want it to be. The foundation of
all mental programs for shooting arrows is what to
attend to and what not to attend to in the now.

Mindfulness training may help archers in so far as
it increases the archer’s ability to block out distrac-

tions and focus on what is
happening now. Shooting
arrows is mindfulness prac-
tice.

I can attest to this from
personal experience because
every time my mind wan-
ders during competition, I

shot a poor shot. Every . . . danged . . . time. If I “lose
focus,” I lose points. If you think back on these things,
I think you will find this is the same for you.

Mindlessness, blissfully just being where you are,
not attending to anything, does not direct the atten-
tion of our subconscious mind. Our subconscious
minds seem to be supreme multitaskers and can eval-
uate threats and opportunities in the blink of an eye,
so they are flitting around at high speed checking
things out. Without some directive as to what to focus
on, expect your subconscious mind to wander around
looking for threats and opportunities and not check-
ing whether this particular shot is being done right.
(After all that is one of its jobs.) If we can direct this

“While shooting, one’s mind
needs to be full of what is in the
now and pertinent to making the
shot. All else is considered to be

a distraction.”

“The foundation of all mental
programs for shooting arrows is
what to attend to and what not

to attend to in the now.”
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powerful aspect of our mental equipment to the shot
at hand, it can check myriad things about a shot and
tell us when something is wrong. How many times
have you made a letdown only to not know what is
wrong? This is your subconscious mind checking
more things, faster than your conscious mind ever
could, and letting you know something is wrong
without being able to tell you exactly what.

So How Does One Do This?
How does one keep one’s conscious mind on this task,
then. Do you follow along your shot routine (Step 1
Take your stance, . . . )? What do you do? This men-
tal state is one of an observer or supervisor. One
observes a process with the intention that you want it
done correctly, according to plan. So, you observe. You
do not have checklists running in your head. This is a
little like observing children at play. As long as they
are doing expected things then all is well. But if one
bends over and picks up a knife, you leap into action.
Ideally you will have to do nothing, but it will be quite
important if you do.

Mindfulness training, in all of its variations, is just
training how to bring one’s attention on the present
moment (filling one’s mind with what is happening

now) and avoiding having one’s mind wander.
Archery’s mental state involves bringing one’s atten-
tion onto the present moment, but only with regard to
what is happening as you shoot an arrow, and avoid-
ing having one’s mind wander.

Conclusion
Since it seems best results are achieved by keeping our
attention on, but not conscious thoughts about, what
we are doing right now while shooting, then it seems
that the best mental state to be in during a shot (just
the active shooting part) is mindfulness. Whether
mindfulness training will improve your archery, I can’t
say. It certainly can’t hurt. Whether it will do anything
else it is claimed to do, still remains to be seen. If you
do it and incorporate what you learn into your archery
and get results, please let me know. Most likely I will
ask you about the experience and the results, from
your perspective, as I think that is the only way we
currently have to proceed at this point.

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?

In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.

Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and bal-
anced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effec-
tively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.

Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
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The Young
Archer

by Hugh D.H. Soar

Editor’s Note This is an excerpt from Hugh Soar’s
upcoming book (Working Title “The Young at Archery”).
We will let you know as soon as the book is availble. Ed.

If there is one thing that occupies the mind of
a small boy it is the bow and arrow; fuelled by the
exploits of Robin Hood, Howard Hill, and other
bow-wielding champions, from time immemorial
they have searched hedgerows to cut a hazel stick, and
having secured a strung, with this simple bow have
roamed the countryside in search of ever elusive prey. 

The writer fell under this spell, and from that day
eighty years ago to this, archery has been to the fore-
front of his mind. Although the hazel stem has long
since been discarded for a
bow of yew, on quiet,
warm sunlit days, when
birds sing and midges
swarm, he is transported
once more in memory to
those grassy fields where
cowslips turned their yel-
low faces to the light, rab-
bits nibbled warily and, in
the distance, cattle lowed

as milking time drew near. 
But, enough of nostalgia, let us begin. When

English king Henry VIII was young, he and his elder
brother Arthur, encouraged by their father, enjoyed
shooting in the bow, and they each became proficient.
Following Arthur’s premature death, in 1502, grieving
Londoners formed an archery society:‘Prince Arthur’s
Knights’ which, in one form or another existed for
most of the century. Henry became first heir to the
throne and, in the course of time, king. 

Although the bow was by then approaching obso-
lescence, it was still a vital weapon for defence, and
Henry was concerned that it should remain so. To this
end, in 1512 he passed a law requiring all males from

the age of seven to be pro-
vided with bow and
arrows and to practice
regularly. The young were
to be taught by a parent or
Master. 

By the greatest good
fortune we have physical
evidence that this statute
was observed. During
archaeological excavationU.S Boys at a Forest Camp.
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at Acton Court, a mansion near Bristol, the remains
of two child bows were uncovered. They were suffi-
ciently intact for reproductions to be made, and pho-
tographs of these accompany this article. They are of
particular interest since each differs in cross section.
One is ‘round’, the other D-shaped, replicating two of
the ‘war-bow’ sections recovered from the Tudor war-
ship ‘Mary Rose’.

By their nature, children’s bows and arrows are
susceptible to damage, and it is not surprising that
comparatively few exist. Those that do date largely
from the late 19th and early 20th centuries; although
several 18th century examples, sadly not available to
view, are held at Harrow School.

Archery has long been recognised as both charac-
ter building and helpful in physical development, it
was recognised as such in 1561 by Richard Mulcaster,
first Head-Master of Merchant Taylor’s School, at
that time in London, who extolled its virtues in a
published essay. ‘Positions’ calling it ‘a valuable skill
for a child to study.’

Schools of the 18th and 19th centuries habitually
required pupils to bring bows and arrows with them,
and to take part in ‘healthy competition.’ Many
schools in more recent times have encouraged archery
as a personality developing alternative to group sport,
particularly where pupils have shown neither interest
nor aptitude for the latter. 

Whilst most English Public Schools and

Universities included archery as a recognised relax-
ation during the 19th century, and had associated
clubs, there is little evidence for similar activity at
others. Roedean College for Girls may have offered it
as an option, since the accompanying undated photo-
graph suggests a late 19th century gathering of archer-
esses; and, as the activity was popular amongst ladies
and girls of the upper and middle social classes, it is
likely that there was spasmodic shooting at times at
some girls colleges. However, it was not until the First
World War was over that organised junior and juve-
nile archery, both within and outside school premises
took hold. 

The magazine Archery News for 1921 contained a
letter mentioning that, in a discussion between the
Royal Company of Archers and Sir Robert Baden-
Powell, the Chief Scout, archery for Scouts had been
suggested. Although every possible assistance was
offered, the initiative received a lukewarm reception;
in the minds of some archers suggested ‘militarism’
and even the supporting intervention by the National
British Champion carried little weight. 

Things rumbled on for a month or two, punctu-
ated by an exchange on the availability of inexpensive
bows for the young, involving bowyer William Fergie
and a question raised by someone ‘cannot some enter-
prising firm produce lancewood and hickory bows at
a lower price than they do now’? This brought a
tetchy comment concerning the cost of wood and the
time taken to make a good bow either large or small. 

Not all seeds had fallen on stony ground howev-
er. In 1923, a Scoutmasters ‘University’ had taken up
the bow with enthusiasm and from then on matters
took a positive turn. It was the older teenagers 15–17
years who were offered the sport. It was a decade and
more before, in 1937, we find evidence for organised
juvenile archery. An editorial in Archery News
remarked that ‘there were two girls schools and three
boys schools in England at which archery was being

Continued on the Next Page

Tudor children's bows. from Acton Court, England. Photographs of those in the writer’s Collection are illustrated, together with associated
arrows.

'Belmont' Schoolboys at theTarget.
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taught, adding ‘we shall
hope to hear of more in
future’.

Matters moved on,
and in 1938 a Manual of
Archery for Boys was pre-
pared and published at the
modest cost of 2s 6d by a
Principal at Belmont
Preparatory School; and
subsequently a
Preparatory Schools
Archery Association was
formed,. Things were
really rolling now. At the
first Championship
Meeting of this fledgling
group 24 boys from six schools took part. At
Belmont, boys were fortunate to be instructed by the
National Lady Champion, Mrs de Wharton Burr.

Inevitably, between 1939 and1945 the War inter-
vened, but despite difficulties the Association contin-
ued to thrive and continued for some years after, until
subsumed by the newly formed and much larger
Association for Archery in Schools a well organised
set-up which received recognition by the National
Governing Body for British Archery.

Meanwhile, in the U.S.A., archery for girls
received a significant boost from Senior Coaches
Dave and Cia Craft, whose book The Teaching of
Archery became an essential for those charged with
forming school and college groups. Published in 1937
by A.S.Barnes and Company it was followed in 1938
by Archery Simplified a wide ranging book of
instruction prepared by influential bow and arrow
maker Philip Rounsevelle Aimed in this case at the
adult woman archer it was also an outstanding suc-
cess.

In the U.S. Scouting
for girls was a popular
activity in which archery
featured. The accompany-
ing photo-shots show a
young Girl-Scout drawing
a winning arrow from the
target, subsequently
receiving her Award from
‘Uncle Sam’ himself !

With the rise of organised
archery for juvenile boys,

it was inevitable that reli-
gion would become
involved; thus, running in
parallel with the
Preparatory Schools
Association, were two
Christian archery move-
ments. One wasthe
Latimer Movement con-
sisting of followers of the
16th century iconoclast,
Bishop Latimer, and
whose Boys Archery
Movement closely fol-
lowed Latimer religious
precepts; the other was
the Christian Archery

Movement. This main-stream Church of England
set-up endeavoured to channel the energies of sub-
teen boys and girls on leaving the juvenile Sunday
Schools. Fundamental to the C.A.M was strict obser-
vance of Christian ethics and practices. No back-slid-
ing was tolerated; belief in divine inspiration and the
absolute authority of biblical teaching were funda-
mental for those involved. Each movement created its
own instruction booklet; that for C.A.M contained
the following advice to organisers ‘when explaining
the principles at public lectures, care should be taken
in case there are atheists or Catholics present’! 

Whilst arrangements for the proper instruction of
young persons in the sport were wanting in earlier
times, a juvenile’s innate wish to shoot was early
recognised by entrepreneurs who offered various
kinds of shooting devices. An early example was mar-
keted by Mr. H.F. Griffin of Franklin, New
Hampshire in 1867. Described as a ‘Magic Arrow
Toy’, alternatively a ‘Crossbow’ it was claimed to be a

‘new and amusing toy for
children, designed to
supersede the ‘ordinary’
bow and arrow’. 

New, perhaps, but
hardly innovative, being
essentially a forked stick
similar to a hand held cat-
apult with a substantial
elastic band attached. The
alternative ‘cross bow’ title
is puzzling, but perhaps
refers to the two points
holding the rubber band,Belmont schoolboys instructed by Mrs Burr.

Roedean  Schoolgirls, (English,late 19th C)
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The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

Thye Principles of Coaching Archery, Vol 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)

Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)

Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)

More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of
archery. Uh, like “Be positive!” and “Never
describe how they are doing it wrong, describe
how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve
Ruis ran into the same problem. But he perse-
vered and here is the first extensive collection of
coaching prionciples for archery coaches, with
explanations.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is
a effort to supply archery coaches with a litera-
ture, not just on the shooting of arrows out of
bows but on how to coach people to do that
better.

a dubious analogy. The ‘arrow’ was an un-fletched
pointed stick, with a notch cut into the shaft close to
the back; and when the elastic was drawn to the
length of the shaft and released, it projected the arrow
’a considerable distance’ thus perhaps satisfying a
young person’s aspirations. Just one of a number of
curious devices thought up and patented by those
with a fertile imagination and an eye for profit during
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

Fortunately prospects for today’s aspirant juvenile
are more promising. For those at Primary School
wishing to learn to shoot, a U.S. initiative has been in
existence for some while. Here in the UK, an innova-
tive scheme recently introduced by Archery GB, the
National Body offers the primary school teacher a
package of kit ‘off the shelf ’ for immediate use, pro-
viding – together with the equipment, a number of
suggested activity cards. These are designed to

encourage learning in other areas, thus maths and
numeracy through scoring, literacy through language
and, importantly, self-discipline. A thoughtful and
practical addition.

Truly, the outlook for today’s young archers is
brighter than it has ever been. And that must be
pleasing to us all, 

The book The Young at Archery will be published
shortly by Watching Arrows Fly. We will announce
the event as soon as we can! Ed.
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Prominent in the 
WAF Coaching Library!

Available from Better Book Stores and 
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, espe-
cially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

LARRY WISE
ON

COACHING ARCHERY

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library

The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)

Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)

Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)

More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

www.LarryWise.com
www.LarryWise.com


There are things to look for in archery shots that
“tell” coaches things they need to know. We call them “tells”
sensibly. Actually, when you know what to look for, you no
longer have to actively look for them, they almost jump out
into your attention. There are a number of tells that indicate
an archer is struggling with a bow that is too heavy. In no
particular order, they are:

• dropping the bow arm
• high drawing
• throwing the bow up and catching it.
Let’s see why archers do these things, and how they can

be fixed, one at a time.

Dropping the Bow Arm
This occurs after the shot is made and stems from a physi-
cal situation. When an archer is at full draw, the bow arm
does not have to support the entire weight of the bow. A
substantial part of the weight of the bow is born by the draw
arm! The force of the draw is applied to the bow at the cen-
ter of pressure of the archer’s bow hand on the grip. Since
the physical center of the bow is at the level of the pivot
point, by design, the center of pressure on the grip is below
that center, so the “pull” supplied by the string arm is direct-
ed backward and partly upward (see vector analysis in the
illustration). This upward part of the draw force helps hold
the bow up against gravity.

But once the string is released, the bow no longer feels
any force from the string arm, and the gravity compensat-
ing up force disappears. Now the whole weight of the bow
is born entirely by the bow arm muscles (deltoids). This is
why we urge archers to hold their draw arm up as the major
thing to do during the followthrough (along with holding

your line of sight, which is basically a way to keep your
entire body in its position). If the archer’s bow is too heavy,
those deltoid muscles are insufficient to the task and as soon
as the string is loosed, the bow begins to drop. Any motion
of the bow before the arrow separates from the string affects
the arrow’s hit point and incorporating “dropping of the
bow arm” into one’s shot leads to low hit points.

“Dropping the bow arm” is a recognized “form flaw”
that is due to a too heavy bow or a too weak bow arm or
both.

High Drawing
High drawing in the extreme is called “sky drawing” (see
page XX for additional photo) and is banned by most archery
organizations as being dangerous (an accidental loose while
the bow it pointed skyward can cause an arrow to be shot
hundreds of yards/meters, endangering property and lives).
High drawing is not quite so dangerous and so is tolerated.
Why anyone would make the effort to raise their bow up
past where they wanted it to be, only to lower it back into
the same position? This is extraneous motion, which wastes
energy and is a source of error (do it wrong and it disrupts
the feel of the necessary parts of the shot).

This does make sense if the archer’s bow is “too heavy.”
By raising the bow up “too high” and then drawing as it
comes down, they reach full draw position in which part of
the too heavy bow’s weight is held up by the draw arm.
Removing the extraneous motion makes the move too hard
for the archer. They have to raise the bow to the required
height, then draw it while holding it there, mostly by the
draw arm. By raising it up and then letting it fall (some) while
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Continued on the Next Page

Getting Serious:
Is Their Bow Too Heavy

Part of Archery Coach Fundamentals by AER

AER Articles for Coaches



they are drawing,
the strain on their
bow arm to hold the

bow up is lessened.
It can be argued that any

extraneous motion only adds
“noise” to the feel of the shot
(“feels” associated with
movements not necessary do
not help one recognize a
good shot) and wastes ener-
gy. The remedy is to lower
the weight of the bow and/or
strengthen the upper arm
muscles involved.

Some things are tolerable as being reasonable accom-
modations until the muscles involved strengthen, but the
danger is incorporating such a compensation into a shot
that later is counterproductive and which then requires
great training effort to dispense with. Once such accom-
modation I make frequently. When dealing with young
children, almost any bow is too heavy. To compensate for
this, at least in part, we suggest they widen their stance
somewhat (a couple of inches, depends on whether their
stance was wide or narrow to start). Holding a heavy object
at arm’s length can move an archer’s center of gravity close

to the edge of their stance.
This makes an archer unbal-
anced and unstable and in a
position in which it is hard
to be still. Either the weight
of the bow needs to be less-
ened (often not practical) or
the stance widened to bring
the center of gravity of the
archer away from the edge
(this is moving the edge
away from the COG). The
stance can be modified later
fairly easily when the muscle
strength of the archer

improves.

Throwing the Bow Up and Catching It
Once you are aware of this technique, you will wonder why
you haven’t noticed it before. This is a less controlled vari-
ant of “high drawing.” Basically the archer throws their bow
up into the air and catches it while they are drawing the
bow. It is quite like high drawing, just executed more quick-
ly. They maintain contact with the bow to exert the draw
force but are exerting little upward force with their bow arm
until the load is distributed to both arms, lessening the work
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Sky drawing indoors is as dangerous as outdoors. Even if one can’t
launch an arrow hundreds of yards, metal arrows shot into electrical

boxes can’t be good.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!

There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,

archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print

on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for begin-

ning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not

what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to

teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:

• tips on running programs

• the styles of archery

• the mental side of archery

• an exploration of archery coaching styles

• helping with equipment

• coaching at tournaments

• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches

There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery

coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches

http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
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needed being done by the bow arm. (High drawers draw as
the bow drops; these people draw the bow on the way up
and down.)

This is quicker and looks more polished than high
drawing and so it often appears to be like elite technique.
The motions are smooth and coherent. But the same prob-
lems as exist with high drawing are there: energy is being
wasted and the larger motions require more effort to damp-
en to stillness at full draw. The corrections are the same, too.

Concluding Remarks
We have seen the behaviors described above in adults and
when the archers were asked about them, we have yet to
find one who didn’t say “I have always done it that way,”
indicating that a bad habit was picked up while young or
just weaker and then incorporated into the shot in a per-
manent, not just “stop gap,” way.

The difficult thing for the coach after you have seen the
tell and diagnosed the issue, is to determine whether it is
worth correcting. Often, as coaches, we point out things
that are wrong, suggest ways to fix them and then leave it
up tot he archer to figure out whether it is worth doing. We
need to help here, too.

We argue that we should not tell an archer they
“should” fix a problem, but we can do a better job of help-
ing them to frame it. If their form is relatively new, fixing
problems is almost always a benefit. But if someone has
been shooting a long time, there may be no benefit to fix-
ing it. For example, one of our favorite Olympic Recurve

archers is Michele Frangilli if Italy. His form is best
described as being, well, idiosyncratic. No one else in
all of the world shoots a bow as he does. He also has
world championship and Olympic medals, world records,
and was ranked #1 in the world for quite some time. Would
we recommend he change anything? No. He has paid the
price for all of his non-optimal form and execution ele-
ments, asking him to pay them again seems unreasonable.

But if the archer is not achieving the level of success
sought and is still ambitions, changes are undertaken by
even elite-level archers. An Australian Olympic Recurve
archer, Simon Fairweather, in preparation for the Olympic
games being in his home country, rebuilt his entire shot just
a couple of years in advance. He was a former world cham-
pion and so had experienced success, but his success in
recent years had been far less than adequate. (He won
Olympic Gold in those games by the way, so the reward
matched the risk.)

Making changes based upon flaws in one’s shot have to
be put in the context of the archer’s goals and motivation
and, honestly, their age. No One Beats Father Time is the
athlete’s saying. Once you pass a certain age (nobody can tell
you what it is) no amount of training will result in victory
against a field of younger, hard training competitors.

And, an archery coach’s eye needs to be trained to see
the “tells” that suggest something is amiss and then coach-
es need to use judgment in guiding their serious students as
to whether they should undertake a “fix” and what the ben-
efits might be.

Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel,
and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright
side, although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she
ends up a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach),
road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the trag-
ic death of her second son are bared as she writes.

Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains
of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow
and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds
while just trying to shoot a few arrows.

If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her
journey. 

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Confessions of an Archery Mom

http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
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All of this is 
included in here!

Now Avai lable!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coach-
es can track progress.

The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious anno-
tations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.

The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by chang-
ing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being pro-
vided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!

http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Archers-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147139/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1336150237&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.com/Coaches-Guide-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147147/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1340991358&sr=1-7&keywords=Archery+Education+Resources
http://www.amazon.com/Complete-Archers-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147139/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1336150237&sr=8-2
http://www.amazon.com/Coaches-Guide-Recreational-Archery-Curriculum/dp/0982147147/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1340991358&sr=1-7&keywords=Archery+Education+Resources


Getting Serious:
Is Your Bow Too Heavy?

Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER

AER Articles for Archers

This is a problem faced more by compound archers
than recurve archers and by youths more than adults
but no one seems immune to the problem. In addition
to the “Bow Too Heavy Test” published in the last
issue, there are a number of signs that indicate you
might be struggling with a bow that is too heavy. In
no particular order, they are:

• dropping your bow arm
• high drawing
• throwing the bow up and catching it.
Let’s see what these things are, and how they can

be fixed, one at a time.

Dropping Your Bow Arm
Right after a shot is made
an archer is instructed to
hold their bow arm in place
until the shot is over. We
like to say “The shot is not
over until the bow takes a
bow.” For bows with long
rod stabilizers attached the
“bow” is forward. For
Barebow Recurve archers
the top limb of the bow
rocks back toward the archer. If your bow arm is mov-
ing toward the ground before the bow finishes its
bow, you are “dropping your bow arm.” This may be
just a “form flaw,” something you learned that is
wrong and then practiced it until it was learned, but
more often it is due to the bow being too heavy to
hold up with just one arm.

This doesn’t happen before the string is loosed
because of some interesting physics. At full draw, the
bow arm does not have to support the entire weight
of the bow. A substantial part of the weight of the
bow is born by the draw arm! The force of the draw is
applied to the bow at the center of pressure of the
archer’s bow hand on the grip. Since the physical cen-
ter of the bow is at the level of the pivot point, by
design, the push on the grip is below that center, so
the “pull” supplied by the string arm is directed back-
ward and partly upward (see the illustration). This
upward part of the draw force helps hold the bow up
against gravity.

But once the string is released, the bow no
longer feels any force from
the string arm, and the
whole weight of the bow is
born entirely by the bow
arm/shoulder muscles. If
your bow is “too heavy,”
those muscles are not
strong enough to hold the
bow up alone and as soon
as the string is loosed, the
bow begins to drop. Any

motion of the bow before the arrow separates from
the string affects where the arrow hits the target and
“dropping the bow arm” usually results in low hit
points.

“Dropping the bow arm” is a recognized “form
flaw” that is due to a too heavy bow or a too weak bow
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Continued on the Next Page

“Any extra motion only adds
“noise” to the feel of your shot
(how you recognize a good shot)
and wastes energy. The remedy
is to lower the weight of the
bow and/or strengthen the

upper arm muscles involved.”
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arm or
both.

High Drawing
High drawing in the
extreme is called
“sky drawing” (see
photo) and is banned
by most archery
organizations as
being dangerous (an
accidental loose
while the bow it
pointed skyward can
cause an arrow to be
shot hundreds of
yards/meters, endan-
gering property and
lives). By raising the
bow up “too high”
and then drawing as it comes down, you reach full
draw position in which part of the too heavy bow’s
weight is held up by your draw arm. By raising it up
and then letting it fall (some) while you are draw-
ing, the strain on your bow arm to hold the bow up
is lessened.

If you are doing this because you are young and
those bow-holding-up muscles haven’t developed
yet, you have to remember that this is a temporary
fix. Any extra motion only adds
“noise” to the feel of your shot (how
you recognize a good shot) and
wastes energy. The remedy is to lower
the weight of the bow and/or
strengthen the upper arm muscles
involved.

Throwing the Bow Up 
and Catching It
This is a version of “high drawing.”
Basically your throw your bow up into
the air and catch it while you are
drawing the bow. It is just like high
drawing, just executed more quickly.
You have to maintain contact with
your bow to exert the draw force but
are exerting little upward force with
your bow arm until the load is spread
out to both arms, which reduces the
work needed being done by the bow
arm. (High drawers draw as the bow

drops; these people
draw the bow on the
way up and down.)

This is quicker
and looks more pol-
ished than high
drawing and so it
often appears to be
like elite technique.
It is not. This is not
recommended as a
“fix” to your prob-
lem; the same prob-
lems as exist with
high drawing are
there: energy is
being wasted and the
even larger motions
require more effort to
achieve stillness

when aiming. (Who can aim while the sight’s aper-
ture is swinging all over the place?) The corrections
are the same, too.

Fixes
Some things are acceptable temporary fixes until the
muscles involved strengthen or you can arrange to
get a much lighter bow, but you do not want to make
such a “fix” into a permanent part of your shot. Here’s

The bow arm and the bow act somewhat like a derrick to create a vertical
upward force on the bow generated by the bow arm, which acts like the boom of

the derrick, and the draw arm which acts like the cable pulling back on the
boom. This makes the bow easier to hold up at full draw.

“Sky drawing” is forbidden in the competition rules of many archery organizations as
being unsafe. Can you imagine where this arrow might go if it were loosed while in this

position?
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Are you tired from trying not to suck?

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)

Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery 
(and what you can do about it) today!

100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

an easy temporary fix:
spread your feet a bit. If
you are young, almost any
bow is too heavy. To com-
pensate for this you can
widen your stance some-
what (a couple of inches, it
depends on whether your
stance was wide or narrow
to start). You can adjust the
width of your stance later a
lot easier than you can
learn a new raise-draw-hold sequence.

Finding a lighter weight bow (not draw weight,
but the physical weight of the bow) to use until your
muscles get stronger, then you can switch back to your
first bow.

As has been mentioned in previous AER
columns, the muscles at the top of your arms (they’re
called the deltoid muscles) which are used to raise and
hold the bow up can be strengthened through simple
exercises. Go look up those articles and follow the
instructions there.

If none of
these is practical,
or will take a lot of
time, then high draw-
ing can work ... for a while.
You have to remember it is
a temporary fix. The goal is
always to being able to raise
your bow to level and draw
it smoothly and easily. This
has the fewest things that
can go wrong and leads to

more  consistent accuracy.

“If none of these fixes is practi-
cal, or will take a lot of time,
then high drawing can work ...
for a while. You have to remem-
ber it is a temporary fix. The
goal is always to being able to
raise your bow to level and draw

it smoothly and easily.”

http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
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Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:

• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and

equipment.

Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the 
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.

Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.

Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision 

($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.

Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com

1
2
3

www.archeryfocus.com
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1


The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly

Coaching Library

Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)

by Larry Wise
For compound and 

bowhunting coaches.

Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)

by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their

area of experise and beginning-to-
intermediate coaches.

Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)

by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.

More on Coaching Archery
(2010)

by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.

Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis

For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles

ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti

For compound archers 
wanting to be 
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)

by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3-

D archers.

Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis

For archers wanting to learn how
to win.

Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis

Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.

Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)

by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping

with three boys, all
outstanding archers.

Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis

Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.

Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis

Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better

and how they can.

A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)

by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have

children in archery.

All  T i t les Avai lable on Amazon.com

http://www.amazon.com/Professional-Archery-Technique-Kirk-Ethridge/dp/0982147120/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1294245497&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Why-You-Suck-at-Archery/dp/0984886036/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1356724230&sr=8-1&keywords=Why+You+Suck+at+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147163/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340991254&sr=8-1&keywords=Winning+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/ProActive-Archery-Tom-Dorigatti/dp/0984886028/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1357075372&sr=8-1&keywords=ProActive+Archery
http://www.amazon.com/More-Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/098214718X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1304621716&sr=1-1-catcorr
http://www.amazon.com/Larry-Wise-Coaching-Archery/dp/0991332628/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1404227343&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Even-More-Coaching-Archery-Steve/dp/0984886079/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1388594033&sr=8-1&keywords=even+more+on+coaching+archery
http://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/0984886001/ref=mp_s_a_1?qid=1326398640&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147104/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245552&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Parents-Guide-Archery-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147155/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1294245720&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/Archery-Coaching-How-Tos-Steve-Ruis/dp/0991332601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1388520827&sr=1-1&keywords=archery+coaching+how+to%27s
http://www.amazon.com/Archery4Kids-Steve-Ruis/dp/0982147171/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1294245662&sr=1-5
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